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$6,000 equipment theft reported
By PAUL GOODMAN
A list of electronic equipment valued
at nearly $6,000, reportedly stolen
during

October

and

November,

was

brought before the CD board of trustees
Feb. 13.
Noted among the missirig items were
four videocassette recorders, two elec¬
tric

typewriters,

one

Sony

Betamax

recorder and a Sony color television.
BOARD MEMBERS EXPRESSED
“shock and indignation” at the loss,
although the college’s insurance plan
will cover more than $5,000 of the costs.
‘‘The

items

are

covered

by

in¬

surance,” claimed Kenneth Kolbet,
treasurer and vice president of admini¬
strative

affairs,

“but

we

also

have

public safety checking up on the loss.”
Trustee Anthony Berardi humorously
commented, “Run tin ad; maybe the
thieves will sell the items back to us.”
Winter enrollment

increased

2.1

percent over last year, stated President
Harold McAninch, who commented, “I
was

really

struck

by

some

of

the

percentage changes. . . head count

I

decreased but full-time enrollment went
up.” McAninch attributed the apparent
contradition

ii

in

figures

to

economic

factors.
A DECISION BY the board whether

g
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CD BOARD MEMBERS heard reports at Feb. 13 meet¬
ing of $6,000 theft of electronics equipment from col¬
lege. At session were (l-r) James Rowoldt, Anthony
Berardi, Harold McAninch, CD president; Francis Cole,
year,

toward

“monitor” the operation would be to

expected to

to participate in the formation of a

“assessing needs and developing plans

join it. The board concurred to gather

complaint

higher

for the delivery of programs at all levels

more information on the request.

alumnus, who stated that the college

education

consortium

was

and

would

postponed and placed on the March

of education.”

agenda following debate on the issue by

Trustee

the trustees.
The discussion by the board was a
repeat

of

earlier

doubts

as

to

the

be

geared

In

a

with

ed by the Arts Center to the north, the

order

other members,

Instructional Center to the west and

several instructors. One faculty senate

His

suggestion

contended

was

met

best

way

to

the bulletins

often,

solve

the PE/CRC to the south. Bids are

problems

voiced

Village board
surveys reports
By CHANNON SEIFERT

Regner

The Glen Ellyn village board of trustees received the annual reports of its 15

REGNER ADDED THAT the Nettie

volunteer advisory boards and commissions in an informal board workshop Feb.
4.

suggested.
the

Several of the citizens’ organizations highlighting their 1984 activities and
1985 goals indicated a need for greater input and guidance from the trustees to

“The workshop is intended to help

covers a student’s fees for an entire

function more effectively.

students and other district members
learn how to apply for scholarships,”

year.
In 1984, CD students were awarded

chairman, stated that his group “felt slighted” by the board’s development of a

said Bob Regner, director of financial

82 scholarships with a total value of

Glen Ellyn master plan without requesting any of EPC’s input.

aid.

$36,386, according to Regner.
THAT

Jesse Gorov

scholarship

is

WELDON JOHNSON, ENVIRONMENTAL protection commission

Johnson — whose commission is best known for instigating the village’s leaf

he

“Most scholarships are offered in the

burning ban — noted several “voids” in Glen Ellyn's current environmental

workshop

fall,” noted Regner. “That is the best

evaluation process, including the disposal of toxic waste and analysis of the

because CD students “need to know the

time to look, although other awards are

area’s “rampant urbanization.”

specifics

available all year round.”

to

localize

when

the

applying

for

scholar-

THE

ships.”

TWO

WAYS

“This commission has never been asked for a budget,” Johnson said. “We
to

apply

for

scholarships include either filling out an

uted twice a year, is one source found in

application and submitting the

the financial aid office which provides

directly to the contributing organiza¬

information regarding scholarships.

tion or by returning the application to

Bulletins sent to the learning lab,
advising center, the Courier and shown
on the TV monitors in the LRC also

form

CD. Recipients are then chosen by the
financial aid committee.
Eligibility requirements differ from
one scholarship to the next. As a result,

ships.
“THE MONITORS IN the LRC are

one student may find more options than

not terribly effective,” pointed out

diversity

“DON’T WORRY,” ASSURED Village President Michael Formento; “We’ll
provide the guidance.”
The three-hour meeting — open to the public — was attended only by the
various organization members presenting their reports.
Sarah Poeppel, chairman of the zoning board of appeals, was questioned on
“IN MOST CASES,” said Poeppel, “I look at the uniqueness of the property
rather than the circumstances of the individual.”
Poeppel then inquired as to the board’s thinking on the matter. President
pro-tem Joan Seaway indicated a majority opinion on the question would be

another, said Regner.
“The

need some higher goals — we need some guidance.”

her criteria in determining ordinance variance petitions.

scholar¬

inform students of available

and

amount

of

delivered in the future.

be

scholarships offered at CD are tremen¬

Frank Lynn, cable communications commission chairman, reported that his

placed in the cafeteria where students

dous,” said Regner. “Students in need

group’s basic responsibility in the past year has been to monitor “whose rose

have more time to read what is being

of financial aid have the opportunity to

bush got tom up” during Group W Cable installations.

shown.”

fulfill that need and should take a look

Regner.

Since

“Instead,

so

many

they

should

scholarships

are

at what’s available to them.”

“Our relationship with Group W has been pretty casual but it’s probably
time to tighten down,” said Lynn.

by

Continued on page 6

award most frequently given at CD and

The “Buckpasser,” a leaflet distrib¬

!

check

to

and

STATED

so

year.

19 from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in SRC 1024A.

wanted

'

money

A proposal to study air quality in the

offered, interested students should

holding

spending

scholarship workshop on Tuesday, Feb.

REGNER

]

is

be

Instructional Center was approved in

the

scholarships to students for the 1985-86

not

‘frivilously.’”

the proposed outdoor courtyard border¬

who

By JUDY BLUDER

“should

CD

dent McAninch to authorize bidding on

would cost the school nearly $6,000 a

College of DuPage offers a variety of

trustees

One

a

like to monitor the organization for one
by

and

the

from

opposed the idea, stated that he would

bitter opposition

year

business,

$300,000.

heard

approved a recommendation by Presi¬

Pfefferman,

benefits of joining such a council, which

academic

other

exceed

was

who

Mark

Workshop planned
for scholarship seekers

.

board president; Diane Landry, Jerald Saimon, Kay
Storm and Everett Nicholas. Not pictured are Mark
Pfefferman and Beckie Taylor, student trustee.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING...
Diabetes testing

Registration appointments

Free diabetes testing will be offered
from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 21 in IC3-H. No appointment
is necessary.
Individuals should fast from all
except water for six hours prior to the
screening, said Val Burke, RN.

Registration appointments for the
spring quarter have been sent to most
CD students, said Irma Pittroff,
registration supervisor.
The appointments indicate the time
and dates students may register based
on the number of credits they have

Adade Wheeler award
The third Adade Wheeler award,
established by CD’s Focus on Women
program, will be presented during the
Women’s History Week celebration
dinner Tuesday, March 5 in SRC 1042.
The award recognizes an individual
“of outstanding accomplishment, serv¬
ice or effective participation in activi¬
ties or programs which further the
personal or professional advancement of
women.”
Nominations for the award will be
accepted until Feb. 20. They may be
submitted in writing to Cheri Erdman,
counselor, IC 3061C, ext. 2059.

Volunteers needed
Volunteers are needed to provide
transportation for Cambodian, Ethiopi¬
an, Laotian and Vietnamese persons
living in the area who need rides to
doctors’ or dentists’ offices.
More information is obtainable at
462-7569.

Business communication
A new business communication
course (198.02), designed to help
individuals become more competent in
communicating within the business
environment, will be offered during
spring quarter on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7 to 9:20 p.m.
Additional information is available at
858-2800, exts. 2047 or 2048.

earned. The more credits accumulated,
the earlier the appointment, Pittroff
emphasized.
However, those students who did not
receive appointments should be the
ones who have already garnered 93 or
more quarter hours. They will be
allowed to register Feb. 15.
Pittroff urges students to register on
their allotted appointment dates in the
registration office, SRC 2048, to “best
meet their schedule needs.’’

Student trustee election
Elections for the student representa¬
tive to the CD board of trustees will be
held March 5 and 6.
Petitions are available through today
in the student activities office, SRC
1019, between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
All students carrying eight or more
credit hours and who are residents of
District 502 are eligible.

Alcoholism, drug abuse

Film, theater and art posters —
framed and unframed, will be sold by
Graphic Expectations of Chicago from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Feb. 18 and 19, in the
second-floor area between the Instruc¬
tional Center and the SRC.

Treating alcoholism and drug abuse
will be the focus of a seminar titled
“Safe to Heal,” from 3 to 5 p.m., Feb.
27 at the National College of
Education’s west suburban campus,
1S331 Grace St., Lombard.
Carole A. Keller, a psychotherapist in
private practice in St. Louis, will lead
the seminar. She will discuss the five
stages of recovery for alcoholics, drug
abusers and their families.

Editor to lecture

'Big Apple' trip

Poster sale

Lerone Bennett Jr., senior editor of
Ebony magazine and former editor of
Jet, will lecture in Buik Recital Hall of
Elmhurst College at 7:30 p.m. Thurs¬
day, Feb. 21, in a program sponsored
by the black affairs committee of the
college’s student union board.
Bennett’s books include “Before the
Mayflower: A History of the Negro in
America,” “The Negro Mood,” “Con¬
frontation: Black and White Recon¬
struction, 1867-1877,” “Black Power
USA,” “The Human Side of Recon¬
struction” and “Pioneers in Protest.”

An Alpha-sponsored art trip to New
York City April 27 to May 1 will
include visits to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Whiting, Frick and
Craft Museums, an art auction house,
an artist’s studio, the Soho and the
Cloisters.
Cost of the trip is $544, including
round-trip air fare, accommodations for
four nights at the Milford Plaza Hotel
(double occupancy), transportation be¬
tween hotel and airport and all taxes'

and gratuities.
A $124 deposit is due March 4; the
balance by March 28. Also included is
one credit in Art 188. Tuition is extra.
Before registering, students are
required to obtain a permit from the
Alpha Office, IC 2059, or from Pam
Lowrie, M133B.
Further information is available from
Lowrie at 858-2800, ext. 2059, or from
the Alpha office, ext. 2356.

'Marriage of Figaro'
Vocal auditions for the DuPage
Opera Theater’s July production of
“The Marriage of Figaro” will be held
Saturday, Feb. 16, in Building N5.
Singers are expected to bring two
arias, one in English. An accompanist
will be provided.
Audition appointments may be made
at 858-2817, ext. 2036, weekdays
between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.

'Sister Mary'
Phyllis Schuringa, currently working
with the Steppenwolf Theater in
Chicago, will be the guest director and
artist-in-residence for the CD perform¬
ing arts production of Christopher
Durang’s satire, “Sister Mary Ignatius
Explains it All for You.”
Auditions will be held March 5 and 6.
Performances are scheduled for April 9
through 12.
Learn to live with someone
who’s living with cancer.
Callus.
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Stadeot Bangain Toqr ptora
★★★★★★★★★★★ FINNAIR ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

DuPage

RUSSIA $725 frzom N.Y. f or

T ransferStudents

wM

Bennett’s biography of Martin
Luther King Jr., “What Manner of
Man,” received the Patron Saints
Award of the Society of Midland
Authors.

Western Illinois
University
is visiting you!

When: Feb. 18th
Feb. 19th

5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. &
5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Feb. 20th
10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Where: SRC Building, 2nd Level Entryway

Offering you:
1. Degree Completion Information!
2. On-the-Spot Transcript Evaluation!
3. On-the-Spot Admission!
4. Academic Advising!
Over 1,000 Transfer Students each year find these
and other Transfer Advantages at Western:
1. Western accepts transferable credit from your
community or private college.
2. Your A.A. or A.S. degree guarantees you have
Junior status and have completed general
education.

Bring your transcript and spring schedule to our
counselors and have your transfer questions
answered!

.15 da^szMaR. 21—Apr*. 4
Moscooj,

NoogoRod,

Kalinin and Helsinki
\

Call immediately
Sae Daoidson, Pta.D.
Togr MaoageR
393-<5792

i

Canhoh
Since 1915

111 E. Front St.
Wheaton,
668-4000
209S. Main
Lombard,
627-4000
(Next to the Dairy Queen)
5216Main St.
Downers Grove,
968-2977
Plus an Elgin & Aurora
Location
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State University. The 71-page report
showed that only 3.6 of the black
students surveyed had met the UC
admissions requirements. Asian stu¬
dents showed the highest eligibility
rate. Despite their low eligibility rate,
blacks showed a 4 percent gain in their
enrollment rates.

Heisted Heisman returned
University of Georgia police recov¬
ered a purloined 1942 Heisman trophy
belonging to' Frank Sinkwich. The
trophy had disappeared five days
earlier from the display case. Police
chief Max Smart says that an
anonymous caller tipped off officials to
the stolen momento’s location.

False citations
About 50 Arizona State students
received tickets that were wrongly
issued. The mix-up occurred because an
old parking sign had not been removed.
Officers removed tickets from the cars
in the confused area once the mistake
was realized. Students receiving cita¬
tions turned them in to the ASU police,
but did not have to pay a fine.

Investments investigated
The University of California Board of
Regents has requested a report on the
university’s investments, especially
those in South Africa. Since 1978
several universities have divested funds
or taken other appropriate action
against support of the policy of
apartheid in Africa. Student Body
Presidents’ Council representative Bob
Rice said, “It is time for the regents to
address investment from a moral
perspective.”

Shower with a friend
Residents of the Towers dormitory at
Appalachian State University have
been advised to shower in twos
and to go to the bathroom using the

buddy system. Last semester, an
unidentified male was spotted in the
women’s shower room three times. The
brief encounters did not involve sexual
harrassment or assault, but definitely
left unsettled bathers in their wake.

Housing discrimination
The Observer, reporting for Univer¬
sity of Notre Dame du Lac and St.
Mary’s College in Indiana published a
survey revealing that 18 apartment
complexes allegedly engage in some
form of racial discrimination. If a
landlord engages in discriminatory
practices, information regarding the
apartment is removed from the campus
housing listings. The survey was
completed for educational purposes and
was conducted to increase the com¬
munity’s awareness.

Jocks on drugs
An investigation of the athletic
department of South Carolina’s Clemson University campus blew wide open
when several athletes revealed that
their coaches had given them illegal
prescription drugs. The trail could lead
to Tennessee where officials suspect
Vanderbilt athletes smuggled drugs to
Clemson. Eric Zemper, researcher and
coordinator for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association says, “There’s a
growing concern across the country
that college athletes will end up in the
same drug-use situation as the
professionals.” As a result of this
investigation, combined with other
similar incidents, reformers have new
ammunition with which they will fight
for stricter regulations.

Blacks lack eligibility
The California Aggie reported on a
release from Sacramento that shows
that black high school students in
California are less likely to meet
admissions requirements for The University of California and California

Reaccreditation received
Idaho State’s academic and voca¬
tional education programs were given
the official OK and reaccredited by the
Northwest Association of Schools and

Colleges following an on-campus evalu¬
ation. This means that the university’s
programs meet national standards.
Clifford Trump, president of Idaho
State was delighted with the report.
Most of the findings of the task team
were on the positive note, but onecaution was issued regarding funding.
The concern over the state’s failure to
address the financial aspects of
providing adequate educational funding
could require another evaluation in less
than ten years.

Heckling a tradition
Five student groups at the University
of California at Santa Barbara complain¬
ed to the administration that Robert
Couch, an economics professor, inten¬
tionally disrupted a speech given by a
former CIA official.
“There is a long and splendid
tradition of heckling in Anglo-American
politics,” stated Couch in published
front page letter in the Daily Trojan.

If you think
you’re paying
more than you
need to for car
insurance...

Qkeaku/tth
State fwvhi
Paul E. Schuwerk
1329N. Main
Wheaton, III. 60187
State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Company

STATI FARM

665-3135

Home Office
Bloomington, Illinois

Student Activities Box Offices Presents:
1985 Golf 2 for 1 Coupon Books —$12.95
This book is a golfer’s dream! Two
for one coupons for: Country Lakes,
Naperville; Fox Bend, Oswego; Indian
Lakes, Bloomingdale; Western Acres,
Glen Ellyn; Nordic Hills, Itasca; and
many other Chicago area courses. An
excellent gift for that summer golfer!

Buy Your Books Today —
While They Last!
• personal checks accepted
• purchase one or both of these cou¬
pons and get a Yorktown Mall Dis¬
count Book for $1.00 (Normally sold
for $5.00)

ii

1985 On The Town DuPage Dining Books
$12.50
The Terrace, Lombard; The Drake,
Oak Brook; The Viking Steak House,
Winfield; Mamie’s, Downers Grove;
Toby’s, Palos Heights; Plenty wood
Farm, Bensenville; La Fiesta, Aurora;
Jerry Sharko’s, Lisle; Sabre Room,
Hickory Hills; Grover’s Oyster Bar,
Berkeley; are just a sample of
restaurants honoring these coupons.
Discounts are available for Rialto
Square Theater, Joliet and Plitt/
General Cinema tickets.
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Colleges aid small businesses
Community College, Elgin Community
College and Northern Illinois Univer¬
sity, each with a specific role.
“NIU’s responsibility involves
long-term counseling,” Benson ex¬
plained. ‘‘Procurement assistance —
bidding on government goods and
services — is the responsibility of WCC
while ECC provides us with assistance
if we have an overload of short-term
counseling cases. CD is in charge of
training, international marketing,
short-term counseling and technical
assistance.”
THROUGH THE ASSISTANCE
center, local merchants may attend
SRAC-sponsored seminars on “Funding
COURIER photo by John Green

SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE Center, located in Wheaton City Hall,
303 W. Wesley Ave. opened its doors to DuPage County’s small business
community Feb. 7.
By LOU ANNE FRIES
The Small Business Assistance
Center, 303 W. Wesley Ave., Wheaton,
has opened its doors to DuPage
County residents, Susan Benson,
manager of the Economic Development
Center announced Feb. 7.
“I’m really excited that the office is
now open for business,” Benson said.
CD’s Business and Professional
Institute has been serving the small
business community for four years, and
has been working through the SBAC
for two years.
WITH THE SUPPORT of such local
organizations as the Department of
Commerce and Community Affairs and
the Wheaton Chamber of Commerce,
the BPI has been providing local
entrepreneurs with training, long- and
short-term counseling and technical
assistance.

“Two years ago, the BPI decided
that a need existed for a SBAC in
DuPage County,” Benson told the CD
board of trustees at a recent meeting.
“Because money was not in abundance,
our plans included involving existing
service providers such as the Small
Business Administration, the Service
Core of Retired Executives and the
Community Task Force which has
aided in seeking contributions such as
volunteer staff, space and furniture
from area businesses and chambers.”
Local groups and businesses have
been offering donations. The Wheaton
Chamber of Commerce, for example,
donated the office space for the SBAC
in the Wheaton City Hall.
THE DCCA ASSISTED the insti¬
tution in 1984 with a 10,000 grant, and
in 1985 with a $15,000 refund grant,
according to Benson.
The 1984 grant, however, required a
consortium between CD, Waubonsee

Your Business,” “Planning for Pro¬
fits,” ‘‘Microcomputers for Small
Business,” and “Succeeding in Small
Business,” besides being referred
to other beneficial people and projects
in the community.
“In addition, 26 small business in the
last six months have participated in
sessions on advertising, sales promo¬
tion, record keeping and tax law
information,” Benson said.
Benson attributes much of the
SBAC’s success to part-time coordinat¬
or Roger Gordon.
“Since his hiring last February, more
than 400 individuals have participated
in 26 SBAC programs,” she noted.

r~

Calendar of events
15

Feb. 15 to March 12
Feb. 16

17

ill
Feb. 19 through 23

■11111

Feb. 21

Ills

'

.

7;

Valentine's Day Dance sponsored by student activities
program board, student government, cheerleaders and
pom pons. Featuring top 40 Naperville band
Kaotics,” DJ door prizes, and a lip-sync contest. 8 p.m.
to 1 p.m. Campus Center, Building K. Tickets $2.
Spring quarter registration for returning students - by
appointment only.
Auditions: “The Marriage of Figaro,” DuPage Opera
Theater’s July production. 10 a.m. to 3 pun.. Building
N, Room 5. Appointments — 858-2817, ext. 2036.
Family Film Festival: “The Red Balloon” and “RikkiTikki Tavi.” Sponsored by student activities program
board. 2 p.m., SRC 1024.
Play: “Our Town” by Thornton Wilder, directed by
Craig Berger, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Center, Building
M. General admission $4; students and seniors *3.
New Life Information Series: “Missing the American
Dream: Dual Careers — An Issue for the Modern
Family." Sponsored by Focus on Women program.
Speakers: Robert BoUendorf, psychologist and Marsha
Bollendorf, marriage and family therapist. Noon, SRC
1030.

•
V.

Student Government Is
Working For You With:
Tutor Program
The Tutor Program is an organi¬
zation of students from the College of
DuPage who would like to offer their
knowledge to fellow students who find
their classes a bit too difficult. Stu¬
dents who need a tutor will appreciate
this program because these tutors offer
sound advice at a reasonable price.
Notice: Tutors are needed.

Book Exchange
A wide variety of current books are available through
the Book Exchange. This program was designed to allow
students to buy and sell used books at a better price than
the Bookstore would offer.
[f you need any more information, you may contact: 8582800, extension 2095.

Ride Sharing
You are invited to contact other students who would Uke
to receive a ride through our Ride Sharing propram. Stu¬
dents who would like to participate need to fill out a
“Rides Wanted,” or a “Rides Offered” form. These forms
will then be posted on a bulletin board located on the first
floor located on the first floor outside of the Student
Government office, SRC 1015.
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Delinquent loans may
endanger tax refunds
By PAUL GOODMAN
Students defaulting on their financial
aid obligations may soon find the
government unwilling to send their
federal income tax refunds as part of a
new plan to collect belated loans.
The Department of Education, one of
four agencies that recently asked the
Internal Revenue Service for assistance
in collecting overdue monies, estimates
the amount of outstanding student
loans at approximately $2.7 billion.
The department currently supple¬
ments its own efforts at recovery by
hiring private collection agencies, but
the groups are successful only in about
15 percent of the cases referred to them.
DALLAS MARTIN, EXECUTIVE
director of the National Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators
declares, “Once people are aware that
their taxes will be seized, they’ll say,
‘You’re going to get me, so I’ll come
forward and pay.’ ”
About 82 percent of those in default
on National Direct Student Loans and
Guaranteed Student Loans usually get
federal income tax returns, says Robert
Hastings, director of management

Village board..

Continued from page 1

services for the department of educa¬
tion’s student financial assistance
programs.
“I expect we’re going to be thenbiggest customer next year,” Hastings
said of the IRS program. “This is going
to be an extremely effective tool for us,
besides having a strong deterrent effect
as well.”
ALTHOUGH THE NEW strategy is
powerful enough, many observers feel
that the federal treasury won’t reap
piles of cash under the plan, largely
because many of the defaulters are
unemployed or disabled, and in many
cases, initial payment has been made,
leaving about ten percent of total loans
unpaid.

LYNN SEES THE commission taking a more “regulatory role” in the
coming year while prodding Group W to provide greater programming services.
When questioned on the monitoring of Group W’s customer complaints, Lynn
said that no “record-tracking system” is now in place, but that development of
one was probably a “good idea.”
Other matters discussed during the workshop included:
• The establishment of an ice skating facility at Village Green Park — to be
looked into by the recreation commission.
• The collective rather than individual consideration of 50-foot-lot zoning
variance requests in Glen Ellyn Manor — to be considered at a later time by
trustees.
• A village co-sponsored blood drive in Glen Ellyn’s civic center — to be
considered at a later time by trustees.
• The development of a water conservation public awareness program — to
be looked into by the environmental protection commission.

The Office of Management and
Budget is only considering the
Education Department’s request to join
the IRS collection program, but
informed sources within the agency
claim the OMB will probably allow the
department to join the program.
Defaulters affected by the new move
will be notified this summer of the
government’s intent to garnish 1985
tax refunds, according to IRS spokes¬
man Rod Young.

WANTED: courigr
MeWS RGPORTGRS

DUPAGE COUNTY COURTHOUSE in Wheaton may be moved upon
request of judges, who claim present facilities are inadequate.

Courthouse move
sought by judges

X
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AMERICAN TV

t^j& APPLIANCES

“TR°ad

fMr

790-4848

In the Pickwick Shopping Center
.
LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
WE BEAT AN YBODY S PRICES GUA!1ANTEED!
AUDIO TAPES
Stereo w/Headphones
RECORDS

Tapes
The Nation’s
top best sellers
SANYO CASSETTE
DECK $69.95
Sherwood
SOW Equal $179.95
Mem ory

Sony 60 min. $1.29
TDK 90min. SI 99
MAXELL X21Q $2.99
aM/FM Stereo
Detach. Cassette
Headphone Sale
$46.95
AM/FM Stereo
Dual Cass $89.95

AM/FM $14.95
AM/FM CSS $34.95
Panasonic $59.95
19” Color TV
Sale $249
Quasar VCR
w remote $369
wireless $399

.. _
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By BOB KUREK
The DuPage County Courthouse in
Wheaton has become too old and too
small to handle the business of the
fifteenth fastest growing county in
America, according to some of DuPage
County’s judges.
Carl F.J. Henninger, chief DuPage
County circuit court judge, along with
Other presiding judges, have gone
before the county board to argue their
case for new facilities.
Among the arguments presented to
the board were cramped corridors, fire
hazards, no private conference rooms,
courtrooms that are too small and
no private judges’ restrooms.
The importance of the private
restrooms comes about because one
recent proceeding had to be declared a
mistrial when a judge overheard
conversation in one of the public
restrooms relevant to the case he was
presiding over.
WHEATON AND THE county
courthouse play an important, if not
unusual, role in county history. The
county, was once part of the
territory of Virginia, was organized
February 9, 1839 with Naperville as the
county seat. Then in 1857, county
officials, with the notable exception of
Naperville, urged state legislators to
move the county seat to Wheaton. The
county voted the move down.
After the Civil War, Wheaton again
went after the county seat, gaining it in
1867. According to “County Seat
Tug-of-War” by George Ann Ingram,
on file at the Dupage County Historical
Museum, bitter feelings between Naper¬
ville and Wheaton prevented a normal
transfer of power. Naperville declared
the election was won by “illegal
voting.”
“In June 1867 ... by the importance

of a brigade of strikers and fraudulent
election returns, a majority vote for
removal was obtained,” wrote the
Weekly Aurora on August 11, 1868.
UNABLE TO OBTAIN the court
records, Wheaton residents in July,
1868, (the date is disputed) swept into
the sleeping village of Naperville,
gained entrance to the courthouse
through an unlocked window and
loaded the records onto wagons. The
alarm was sounded but Naperville
residents were too late to rescue the
stolen records, some of which were lost
in the confusion.
Records of deed books 15-20 were
placed in safekeeping in Cook County
and were destroyed in the Chicago fire.
The first courthouse in Wheaton was
built in 1868. The present courthouse,
modeled after the courthouse in Aledo,
Illinois, was dedicated on July 31, 1897.
The Romanesque style, Pennsyl¬
vania terra cotta brick building was
controversial from the beginning. The
four-faced Seth Thomas tower-clock
was opposed by a few businessmen “for
fear their clerks would put in more time
running out and looking to see what
time it was than they would put in the
store,” the Wheaton Illinoisan reported
on December 18, 1896.
The old courthouse, now a historic
landmark, has been on death row
before. In 1980, the county board
revealed plans to build new facilities
and sell the current complex. The plans
fell through in part because of a
negative effect such a move would have
on the central business district. This
issue will again have to be tackled.
“DuPage is a first class county with
third class facilities,” Judge Henninger
told the county board in his presenta¬
tion for the new facilities.
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By TINA RASMUSSEN
For those individuals who wonder
what life is all about — where they
came from, why they’re here and where
they’re going, Mary Jo Schneider and
the Theosophical Society of Wheaton
may be able to help them find some
answers.
The society possesses information of
all types, from bizarre metaphysical
data to the most traditional Catholic
communion doctrines. Schneider, the
head librarian, is a virtual encyclopedia
to these resources, which are unbiased
and contain only ideas without forcing
opinion on the seeker.
MEMBERS OF THE society belong
to every religion in the world and are
encouraged to pursue their own beliefs,
whatever they may be. Their motto is:
“There is no religion higher than
truth.”
This may sound like a lot of mumbo
jumbo coming from a group of religious
fanatics but, in fact, the opposite is
true. Thousands of people worldwide
are members of the Theosophical Society
and more than 150 branches exist in the
United States alone.
The organization was founded in 1875
in New York City by Helena P.
Blavatsky, who was of noble birth and
the first Russian woman to become an
American citizen; and Col. Henry S.
Olcott, who was a Civil War veteran,
attorney and internationally renowned
authority on agriculture. In 1879, they
moved the society’s headquarters to its
Dresent location in Adyar, India, near
Madras.
THREE OBJECTIVES ARE the
only “bible” to which the group
adheres.
• “To form a nucleus of the universal
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Society seeks truth

COURIER photo by John Green

MARY JOE SCHNIEDER, member of Theosophical Society of Wheaton,
seeks answers to life's mysteries.
brotherhood of humanity, without
distinction of race, creed, sex, caste or
color;
• “to encourage the study of
comparative religion, philosophy and
science; and
• “to investigate unexplained laws of
Nature and the ppwers latent in man.”
Schneider, 38, became interested in
the society after having a near-death
experience when she was in her early
20s and living in Detroit. She was
driving a car and had a “terrible
accident,” demolishing the vehicle and

Liberal arts majors'
job outlook hopeful
Courier News Wire
When Iowa State University senior Jeannette Fielder recently walked into a job
interview with some conservative bankers she figured she didn’t have a chance.
She was, after all, an English major.
“I said ‘Do you realize that I haven’t had any finance classes?’ And they said
‘No problem. We’ll train you,”’ Fielder recalls. “They all said they wished they had
been liberal arts students.
“They felt their perspective was so narrow. I was tickled.”
FIELDER, WHO WILL go to work for the bank after graduation this spring
was, in fact, interviewed by about 10 corporations.
Though her case may not be typical, college placement officials across the
country report that the number of firms looking to hire liberal arts grads is up
substantially over last year.
“Even major corporations are now giving an increasingly sincere look at liberal
arts graduates,” reports Victor Lindquist, who directs Northwestern University’s
career placement center and is the author of an annual report tracking job offers
nationwide.
LINDQUIST SAYS THE increasing interest in liberal arts graduates is part of
a trend that began in about 1980.
Liberal arts grads “tend to have marketable communication skills, both written
and oral, analytical tools and tend to be more trainable,” he explains.
Small businesses are also hiring more this year, and are more receptive to liberal
arts grads than to grads with technical or specialized degrees, who may demand
higher salaries.
“It’s hard for a liberal arts graduate to convince a major corporation that he or
she has valuable skills,” Judith Kayser of the College Placement Council says.
“BUT WITH A mom and pop operation, it’s easier to get the time to sell
yourself.”
If the trend in favor of liberal arts grads is reaching new highs, it could mean the
end of what some administrators have dubbed the “taxi-driver syndrome : Hie
spec tor of bright, overqualified humanities graduates who drive tans while waiting
for ‘meaningful’ jobs that never materialize.
But others say the increase in job offers for liberal arts graduates is no larger
than for graduates in other disciplines.
“I’d like to believe that employers have come around to the advantages of liberal
arts graduates,” says Gary McGrath, the career development director for liberal
arts majors at the University of Minnesota. “But that’s not the case.
MCGRATH SAYS AN improved economy is the reason more employers are
interested in liberal arts grads.
“When the economy improves, employers are willing to look at a more diverse
group of applicants,” he says.
.
The College Placement Council’s annual survey of major corporations indicates
business executives plan to hire eight percent more grads this year than last.
Other surveys, however, suggest that liberal arts majors will not benefit from
that increase.
„
,
.
. ,
, ,
However, many liberal arts majors are still said to suffer in the job market
because of a fixation on one subject.
“To deny the existence of business courses and become ostrich-like is to be
myopic to the point of being insufferable,” Lindquist warns.
_
“The liberal arts graduate should have experience with almost any activity.

“frightening my soul out of my body.”
Her whole life flashed before her eyes
and she became unconscious.
Despite the severity of the car crash,
she was pulled from the vehicle
uninjured. But as time passed, she
recalled the experience she had before
being rescued.
“I FELT MYSELF merging with the
sky,” she said. “It was so peaceful and
beautiful — I felt as if I was a part of
the universe and a wonderful, white
light was everywhere. I could see
myself and the people below, but I

knew then that I had a purpose in life
that was not yet fulfilled and I had to
get back to my body.”
Raised as a Catholic, Schneider
turned to the church but could not find
sufficient answers. She began searching
for books that could help her
understand more about life and ended
up at the Theosophical Society.
“The speakers had a real understand¬
ing of life, were seekers of truth,
open-minded, tolerant of each other,
shared ideas — they not only expressed
their thoughts, but listened to mine,"
she said.
SCHNEIDER IS NOW in charge of
the society’s library functions, which
involves sending books and cassette
tapes to all of North America.
She lives at the Theosophical Society
in Wheaton, along with 30 other staff

She was driving a car and
had a "terrible accident,"
demolishing the vehicle and
"frightening my soul out of my
body." Her whole life flashed
before her eyes and she be¬
came unconscious.
members and their families. They
believe that by residing there, they can
devote more time to their studies, just
as college students living on campus
tend to become more involved.
This bright, gentle, attractive red¬
head is no guru, but a “regular person”
who happens to be immersed in
theosophy. She also enjoys sailing,
canoeing and swimming.
Leaning forward from behind her

Please turn to page 12

Board of trustees. . .
Continued from page 1
member aired his views, approving the
motion, citing the “considerable pro¬
blem in the air quality.”
PLANS FOR THE scheduled horti¬
culture facility, which were scrapped
following overbidding by contractors
last month, were revised and the site
for construction relocated.
The $500,000 project caused consider¬
able controversy as board members
voted 4-3 to cancel former plans, opting
instead to join the greenhouse and
classrooms to Building K.
As part of the change, the board also
approved to pay Wight and Co.,
architects, an additional $5,000 for new
construction plans, since the site had
been moved. Legal counsel to the
board, Everett Nicholas, in an advisory
note, stated that the extra fee was
legitimate.
The trustees were confronted by
complaints from Frank F. Tlusty, vice
president of sales for Dimensional
Graphic Systems of Chicago.
Tlusty made several allegations
against the college’s review system

concering signage bids for Building J,
and exterior signage updates for the
entire campus, claiming that Barbara
Hall, director of media production,
“was not knowledgeable in any aspects
of federal and state law requirements
for signs.”
TLUSTY’S COMMENTS WERE
prompted by the board’s denial of bids
for signage based on the return of only
two comparative bids. Board policy on
bid items clearly stated that three
responsible price proposals must be
received before a decision is made.
Tlusty questioned the trustees as to
the purpose in sending the project to
bid since his company had the lowest
offer He contended that a rebid would
allow other organizations to undercut
his price.
“He’s asking some good questions,”
said McAninch, adding, “I think we
should postpone our decision on this
bid until next month.”
The board voted unanimously in
favor of McAninch’8 recommendation.

STUDENTS!
When you're Notln Class. . .
you could be earning money! Monday through Friday Evenings or Weekend
days — you can arrange a part time work schedule convenient to your class
schedule.
We’re Montgomery Ward Insurance Group — a leader in direct response marketing
and a Signature Group Company. We’ll train you for your responsibilities: calling our
credit card customers. . . this is not a sales position.
A good part time salary and Montgomery Ward merchandise discount are waiting lor
you. If you are an effective verbal communicator and are detail oriented, you could
qualify. Give us a call:
Cindy Viruet
834-0869

MONTGOMERY WARD
INSURANCE GROUP
A Signature Group Co.
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WANTED
Community Reporters
Do you know what’s happening in your town?
Keep informed and make it profitable. Join the
No. 1 community college news team.

.

Sports Reporters &
'
Photographers

Cover all the BIG games. . . .see the news
as it happens. . . make a difference in the
world you live in!

If you have 'Msic^wrWngMM^fgwmSM'mal skills, - you "may'he JusflhW
person we’re looking for. The COURIER is searching for students with that
special commitment to excellence to fill positions of responsibility and im¬
portance within our organization. Call 858-2800, extension 2113. . . and
get involved!

Advertising Salespersons
We offer one of the most liberal commission programs of any business
in existence. Can you sell? Call 858-2800, extension 2379 and ask for Dave
Hamilton, Business Manager. Your only limit to earning big dollars is a small
attitude. . . • .... .. .
.
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Their dress and musical
style are expressions of their

Who's materialistic?
The current American college student is more materialistic, according to
a recent natiowide survey reported in the Chronicle of Higher Education.
We find this statement quite factual.
But why are today’s collegians “more materialistic?”
Perhaps they’re merely reflecting the values academia has accepted.
CD, for example, has 11 faculty members with highly questionable
doctorate’s of education from Nova University.
Despite the academic community’s low regards for Nova’s degrees, CD
pays these teachers the same salary as a professor with a doctorate from
more respected institutions.
Nova is simply an easy way to a quick buck, so surely today’s students
can’t be held solely responsible for their materialism.
The problem in college curricula doesn’t lie with the students’ desire for a
degree in order to get a better salary; the fault is in the academic
community’s acceptance of this propensity for “the good life” and all that
it represents.
After all, educators — not students — make up the curriculum.
College and universities should require a liberal arts education for all
students.
The three R’s and the ability to speak, to convey a message, must be a
starting point for students. These subjects will be used in any professional
arena.
Math, or the ability to understand numerical data must also be required.
In some way, shape or form everything is a business, and every person will
be better off with some knowledge of business.
American history would give the nation some semblence of cohesion.
American students should have some idea of what their precedessors had
to endure to make this country great.
Science should be required for a general knowledge of one’s
surroundings. Also, science gives the student an understanding of
empirical knowledge.
International and cultural experience should also be part of every
students curricula. The world is becoming more and more an international
community/It would behoove administrators of higher learning to catch
up to the rapidly changing times.
All these areas — not used in one’s profession — are beneficial to the
production of a well-rounded, cultured, decent human being. This liberal
education should be distributed over four years with a fifth year being
added for specialization in the students’ field of interest.
However, college administrators arrange for a liberal arts education,
whether it takes four years or three, encompassing all the suggested topics
or most, a liberal arts education is a must, for once today’s college or
university students enters the labor force they will be retrained anyway.
They’ll have to be retrained because subjects taught in institutions of
higher learning can’t possibly keep pace with the day to day changes of
science and technology, and as each instructor differs, so too, does each
employer.
Perhaps if academia helps its pupils to become human beings and not
pleasure seeking robots, students will offers employers an extraordinary
array of uses.
Perhaps if they gave students a sound base of their heritage, students
wouldn’t be “materialistic.”
And perhaps the current, American college student would be cherished
instead of critiqued.

By CHRIS J. AIELLO
If you’ve been reading the
Courier’s personals the past
few weeks, you’ve probably
noticed an ongoing battle for
sarcastic supremacy between a
guy named “Real Man” and a
band of CD “punkers.”
—
Since both Real Man’s and
the punkers’ messages contain
no redeeming value and have
served to progress nothing,
I’m compelled to give a lesson
today.
True American punkers are
few and far between.
THE ORIGINAL PUNK
movement,
or
perhaps
thought, began in London,
where unemployment is high,
and the youth of the country
feel insecure in their future,
with little hope of ever finding
work.

discontent. Their personal vi¬
olence in dance is abnormal, to
say the least, and for this I
have no explanation.
I don’t understand this
behavior, so I won’t attempt
to explain it.
HOWEVER, THE PUNKS
of America aren’t of the same
order, for the most part —
exceptions exist to every
generalization. These people
have tainted the London wave
by using it as a fad of fashion.
Punkers of London feel there
will be no future. They feel
we’re on the verge of total
annihilation — “so why bother
preparing for a future that
won’t arrive.?” Accept your
life as it now is, they say, and
absorb as many pleasures as
possible — before it’s too late.
American punkers aren’t
nearly of the same social
disposition. They come from
middle-class families and re¬
tain the ability to move up the
proverbial social ladder.
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The Cron*
Overproduction
in the
agricultural sector in Europe
has become one of the major
headaches facing the European
Economic Community, which
heavily subsidizes agricultural
products doomed to the gar¬
bage dump from the start — in
effect providing outrageous
sums of food which will never
see the dinner table.
Nowhere is this more evi¬
dent than in this year’s
excessively large crop of
apples. Some seven million
metric tons of the fruit were
harvested this year — 800,000
metric tons more than nessary.
THIS EXCESS OF the
Granny Smith, the Jonathon
and the Golden Delicious —
which has been a vogue apple
in the 70s, now overproduced
because of the turn to different
appels as top-of-the-trendiest
list — had a negative effect on
prices. When a rock-bottom

price of 22 cents per kilogram
was reached in September,
Brussels-seated bureaucrats
gave the order to begin the
dumping of 320,000 metric
tons of apples — at fixed rate,
noting that these agricultural
products should be “taken off
the market” as a “precaution¬
ary measure,” lest the prices
drop still further. Depending
on the size of the foodstuffs,
European farmers stood to
gain at least 7 to 10 cents per
kilogram of orphaned apples.
The green, red and yellow
apples land in out-of-the-way
places in the appel growing
regions, stacking up to huge
mountains of varying colors:
yellow, oranges, henna, bright
red, umbra, all mixing in with
the fall foliage to create an
almost artistic composition, as
a West German newsmagazine
depicted in a recent photo
essay.
In order to ensure European
farmers an appropriate income,
the financially starved EEC
guarantees minimum prices on
agricultural products — and
pays and pays and pays.
Taxpayers on the continent
paid
never-before-reached
sums of farm supports last
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COURIER
The COURIERwelcomes all letters to the editor. Letters are to be typed.
double-spaced, and should nut exceed 200 words. Letters will be edited
only for grammar and style, but The COURIER reserves the right to edit lor
libel and length.
All letters must be signed, although the author may have his/her name
withheld upon request.
All correspondence should be dropped off in SRC 1022 during normal
business hours.
The COURIER is a member of the Community College Journalism Associ¬
ation, the Associated Collegiate Press and the Illinois Community College
Association.

’84 Oscar
hopefuls

'ThimsdAys Alive'

Best Film: “Amadeus,” “A Passage to
India,” “Places in the Heart,” “The
Killing Fields,” and “A Soldier’s
Story.”
Best Actress: Sally Field for "Places
in the Heart,” Jessica Lange for
“Country,” Sissy Spacek for “The
River,” Vanessa Redgrave for “The
Bostonians,” and Judy Davis for “A
Passage to India.”

Best Actor: Jeff Bridges for “Starman,” F. Murray Abraham for
“Amadeus,” Tom Hulce for “Ama¬
deus,” Albert Finney for “Under the
Volcano,” and Sam Waterson for “The
Killing Fields.”
Best Supporting Actress: Peggy
Ashcroft for “A Passage to India,”
Glenn Close for “The Natural,”
Christine Lahti for “Swing Shift,”
Geraldine Page for “The Pope of
Greenwich Village,” and Lindsay
Crouse for “Places in the Heart.”

CHEZADY, MAGICIAN MADE heads roll at this Feb. 7 performance
at Thursdays Alive. {Splice photo by John Green)
By RICK GALFANO
Question: Where can students see
live entertainment like karate demon¬
strations, magic shows, and strolling
violinists on campus?
Answer: The SRC lounge every
Thursday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
‘Thurdays Alive” a series of concerts
and presentations sponsored by Stu¬
dent Activites, has been greeted with
enthusiasm by students who have,
in the past, voiced complaints over the
lack of entertainment at CD.
Colette Van Loon, coordinator of

special events for SA explained that she
wanted to give students something
“i-eally different” each week during the
lunch hour.
Mark Geller, assistant director of SA,
said that the program was developed as
a series so that more students would be
aware of the activities.
The first show on Jan. 17 received
modest attention, but attendance has
grown with each week, and now
between two and three hundred people
fill the lounge on Thursdays to be
entertained.

Heaven help moviegoers
By GEOFF SACCOMANNO
“Heaven Help Us” - Heaven help the viewer sitting through this latest teen
sexploitation film.
Us is about a bunch of semi-likable Catholic high schoolers in the mid-60’s
coping with their sadistic Brother Constance (Jay Patterson) and of course their
hormonal urges.
The running gag throughout a major portion of the proceedings is about a
youngster running to the bathroom at least three times a day to masturbate his
homies away.
ALL CHARACTERS ARE two-dimensional and predictably unoriginal
Making his flim debut it teen heartthrob Matt Dillon’s younger brother Kevin in
what will be an easily forgettable role as the school bully, Rooney.
Making Rooney’s in-class life miserable is Brother Constance’s most enjoyable
pasttime which includes various forms of disciplinary beatings.
Constance’s favorite weapons include rulers, leather straps and the good old
head bash against the wall which will probably cause some enrollment to drop at
parochial schools.
ROONEY HANGS AROUND with the standard bunch of misfits; a fat pimply
faced brain, a naive new kid ill town, a habitual nose picker and of course the
anxious masturbater.

Best Supporting Actor: Haing S.
Ngor for “The Killing Fields,” John
Malkovich for “Places in the Heart,”
Adolph Caesar for “A Soldier’s Story,”
Noriyuki “Pat” Morita for “Karate

In a small, wasted acting role is Donald Sutherland as Brother Thadeous; the
school’s principal.
On the other hand, the enjoyable cameo appearance of “Late Night with David
Letterman ’ sidekick Larry Bud Melman as a spaced out draw bridge operator,
gives a smile or two.
Only because of Melman’s small part does “Us” deserve a
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Art awards on display
A special mini-series, sponsored by
student activities, has been created to
provide family entertainment for par-'
ents and children.
A Family Film Festival is scheduled
for Sunday, Feb. 17, at 2 p.m. in SRC
1024. Admission is free.
In “The Red Balloon,” a boy makes
friends with a balloon and “tames” it.
Distinguished by breathtaking photo¬
graphy and winner of an Academy
Award, “The Red Balloon” has been
acclaimed as a wonderful childhood
fantasy for all ages.
“Rikki-Tikki-Tavi,” narrated by Or¬
son Wells, is an action-packed animated
film based on Rudyard Kipling’s
immortal story of a mongoose that
saves a British family from two dreaded
cobras roaming the family garden in

the COURIER
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Family films scheduled
CD is the regional sponsor of the
1985 Scholastic Art Awards, which
offer an opportunity for talented high
school and junior high school art
students in the college district to win
honors for themselves and their schools.
A regional exhibition of this selected
work will be in The Gallery in Building
M through Feb. 21. Judging of the
entries was done on Feb. 3.
At the conclusion of the show, the
best entries selected from the blue
ribbon finalists will go to national
headquarters at Scholastic Inc. where
they will be judged along with finalists
from other regions for the national
exhibition.
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Attend Thursdays Alive
Come to the Valentine’s Day
Dance

Bring a date or meet that special
someone. Included in the nightly line¬
up are a Naperville Top 40 danceoriented rock band-— The Kaotics, a
D.J. with a special "mystery dance",
and for all you hams here at C.O.D., a
lip-sync contest! Join the Student
Activities Program Board, Student
Government and the cheerleaders
and poms for a night of guaranteed
fun.

A series of live events
happening on Thursdays —
the entertainment varies
weekly. On Feb. 21, Jim Settimiy mime, musician, and
comedian will perform in the
SRC from 11:30 a.m.—l:30
p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••"
Daytime Videos

Where: Campus Center, Building K
When: Friday, Feb. 15, 1985
Time: 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Price: General Admission, $2 at the door
Sign up for the lip-sync contest in the Student Activities Office.
Entries are limited — Deadline, Feb. 8.

This week’s free movie is “Dr. Strangelove," Feb.
18, 20, 21 at 10 a.m. Also featured will be “Rockworld"
playing at 9 a.m.
Popcorn will be sold from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. on Wednesdays!

•

Free Movies

A family Film Festival presented Sunday, Feb. 17 at 2
p.m., room 1024 of the SRC. The movies featured: “The
Red Balloon" & “RikkirTikkirTavi ’
Attoatioa AN San Worohiftoro: Final payntat for tfco Spring Brook
Trip to Paytoaa Booeh it 4ao Fok. 21

1. What was the name of the giant
hedgehog that pursued Dimsdale
Firahna,. the gangster, on Mon
Python’s Flying Circus?
2. What is Dr. Who’s favorite candy?

presents

SPRING BREAK -MYTONA BEACH

these when they returned to
England from their 1964 American
tour.
3. How many Dr. Who’s were there?
4. What does Dr. Who use to open
doors?
5. Which member of the Monty Python

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!
★

Best Hotel Guaranteed

Best Location
in Daytona

Crawling Distance Top of the Line
from Everything
Luxury Coaches

Pool Deck Parties
Every Day

You know where you will
be staying on this trip
(with other trips??)

Don’t let a poor location ruin
your trip (the Daytona
strip is 23 miles long!)

The top bars, restaurants,
expos and tree concerts
(not a taxi ride away,
like other trips)

The hottest, biggest parties
in Daytona Beach!

For the most comfortable
party trip to Florida.

Every Spring Break, This Is Daytona’s Biggest Trip!
Driving Package
Without Transportation
Quad Occupancy

Full Package
With Transportation
Six Per Room

Full Package
With Transportation
Quad Occupancy

You might find a cheaper trip,
but why risk your Spring Break cash
on a cheap imitation!!

' 1

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

>*109
>*175
>*189

Ft Lauderdale packages also available $199.00

• Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury
highway coaches to Daytona Beach, Florida leaving
Friday, March 22. 1985. Unlike others, we use the
newest style buses available.

TOP GROSSES BY MARKET

• Seven nights accommodations at the exciting and well
known Plaza Hotel, located at 600 North Atlantic
Avenue (next door to the Whitehall Inn) or the Carnival
Inn. located at 930 North Atlantic Avenue (only 3
blocks away) in Daytona Beach. These are deluxe
oceanfront hotels located right in the middle of the
strip. The hotels have a great pool and party deck, a
bar, coffee shop, gift shop, air conditioning, and color
TV.

CONTEMPORARY ROCK

1 Pool deck parties everyday, plus contests and activi¬
ties. all to meet people and have a great time.

To Sign Up Stop At
Carlos Murphy’s
1461 Butterfield Road
Downers Grove
Talk to Suzanne 11 AM-6 PM
Or For More Info
Call 462-2883

• The services of full time travel representatives avail¬
able daily to throw parties and take good care of you.

$288,700

BARRY MANILOW

$259,700

RODNEY DANGEREIELD

$200,000

DONNA SUMMER

$168,000

BEACH BOYS

$152,400

JAMES TAYLOR

$120,600

AEROSMITH

$

AIR SUPPLY

$

78.300

RICK SPRINGFIELD

$

47,800

SHEENA EASTON

$

45,800

DOOBIE BROTHERS

$

45,800

• Optional excursions available to Disney World. Epcot,
Hawaiian Lau's, party boats, and other attractions.
• An entire list of bar and restaurant discounts for you
to use every day to save money at places you would
go anyway.

BETTE MIDLER

95,000

Arrangements by

ECHO TRAVEL, INC.

R&B
GLADYS KNIGHT AND
THE PIPS

$218,000

LUTHER VANDROSS

$168,000

LOU RAWLS/ROBERTA
FLACK

$152,800

TEMPTATIONS/
RAY CHARLES

$140,500

PATTI LABELLE/
BOBBY WOMACK

$138,700

ROBERTA FLACK/
PEABO BRYSON

$118,000

AL JARREAU

$101,600

SMOKEY ROBINSON

$

96,000

JEFFREY OSBORNE

$

94,000

$

89,400

MAZE featuring
FRANKIE BEVERLY

■

Concert Calendar

TOP ROCK
TRACKS

WHBM

Compiled from a national sample of AOR radio playlists.

,&

ARTIST

TITLE

LABEL

Valentine* Dame Party featuring the "Kaotics and Lip
>t. 8 pjtn. Campus Center, Building K. $2.
_
Art Awards, Gallery, Building M.
t Film Festival featuring “The Red Balloon” and
ki-Tavi.” 2 p.m. SRC 1024A
S Music videos. 9 a.m. SRC lounge.

1
2
3

1.
8

17

1
13

7

JOHN FOGERTY

4

BRYAN ADAMS
A&M

JOURNEY

25

3

3

8

4

4

9

6

GLENN FREY

6

10

11

9

REO SPEEDWAGON

7

9

7

12

8

14

21

4

4
5

9

7

10

8

10

2

2

9

GEFFEN

DAVID LEE ROTH
WARNER BROS.

MCA

EPIC

DEEP PURPLE
MERCURY

JOHN FOGERTY
WARNER BROS

DON HENLEY
GEFFEN

FOREIGNER

11

5

3

12

12

15

19

8

SURVIVOR

CAMEl/MCA

JULIAN LENNON

11

12

9

14

16

18

4

FOREIGNER

2

THE FIRM

-

ONLY THE YOUNG
CALIFORNIA GIRLS
THE HEAT IS ON
CANT FIGHT THIS FEELING
KNOCKING AT YOUR BACK DOOR
ROCK & ROLL GIRLS
SUNSET GRILL
1 WANT TO KNOW WHAT LOVE IS
CALL TO THE HEART
HIGH ON YOU

scorn bros.

13

39

SOMEBODY

ATLANTIC

GIUFFRIA

15

THE OLD MAN DOWN THE ROAD

WARNER BROS.

TOO LATE FOR GOODBYES

ATLANTIC

THAT WAS YESTERDAY

ATLANTIC

ATLANTIC

RADIOACTIVE

Valentine’s dance
features 6Kaotics,’
lip-sync contest
By CHANNON SEIFERT
Students looking for a break from their winter-weekend routines will have the
opportunity to rock-and-bop in unison tonight at 8 p.m. in Building K.
A dance agenda featuring area-rockers’ “The Kaotics,” deejays’ Mick Kayler
and Jim Turano and a student lip-sync contest will comprise what is billed as a
“Valentine’s party to meet or bring that someone special.”
The Kaotics, a popular attraction in Chicago-area clubs, will deliver an hour of
the event’s five-hour schedule of music and party activities. The Naperville-based
group describe themselves as a band that “defies description.” Having never
personally seen the band, we’ll take their word for it.
THE BAND’S 50/50 blend of Kaotic "kovers” and “komps” (originals) include
recent chart favorites Billy Idol,
INXS,
The Clash and Talking Heads.
There’s also a strong ’60s influence represented in songlist titles by
The
Monkees,
Dave Clark Five and Beatles. But whoa!. . .Roger Miller’s “King
of The Road” and Wham’s “Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go?” Where and how do
these songs fit in? Students will have to wait till 8 p.m. tonight to find out.
Kaotics’ members include Doug Hoekstra on rhythm guitar and keyboards, Bill
Murphy on lead guitar, Bobby Simons on bass and Paul Toy on drums. All four
share vocals.
Three of the Kaotics work for an insurance company while the fourth is
employed by a grocery store. Each member is a former CD student.
“BEING IN A band requires so much time we really didn’t have time for
school,” explained Hoekstra. “We need day jobs because we put all our money
back into the band.”
Those students who like what they see tonight can check out a Kaotics’ 45 being
released in a couple months.
“Goals for the future?,” replied a semi serious Hoekstra. “Huge — we plan on
being huge.”
DEEJAYS MICK KAYLER and Jim Turano will anchor the Valentine’s party
serving up several hours of pop-rock dance favorites while emceeing the scheduled
lip-synch contest. Madonna, Morris “Jungle Love” Day, The Blues Brothers and
John Cafferty are among the student entries scheduled to compete.
Kayler, 24, a recent graduate of Elmhurst College, writes a weekly rock-news
column for west suburban Press Publications. Turano, 21, is student program
director at Elmhurst College’s WRSE-FM. Both have been involved in deejaying
dances for several years.
Kayler and Turano’s center-stage antics might best be described as a wildly
uninhibited exhibition in rock aerobics. Although the two performers don't prefer
the comparison, Kayler and Turano serve somewhat as each event’s “rock ‘n’ roll
cheerleaders.1 ’
“BASICALLY, WE JUST go out and go nuts,” remarked Kayler “We have
someone else actually working the records, so Jim and I simply enjoy the music
and go crazy — we’d do the same thing if we were down on the dance floor.”
Whatever it is they do, Kayler and Turano often are able to work the crowd into
a frenzy, sometimes causing younger, more enthusiastic dancers to rush on stage.
Tonight’s events, presented by the student activities program board, student
government, cheerleaders and poms, indirectly serves as a response to those
students who have citicized CD for not sponsoring more weekend entertainment
activities. The periodic inclusion of such future events may be determined by how
many of those students spend the $2 to attend this weekend’s dance.

By CHARLES VENTURA
Looking for that new album by
"Jodie Foster’s Army,” “Psychic
TV” or “Flipper?” How about
some imported magazines that
tell about Europe’s underground
music scene and fashion? Perhaps
you’re looking for that out of
the ordinary pin, poster, T-shirts
with Iggy Pop, Echo and the
Bunneymen D is for Dumptruck
or the Sex Pistols on it.
Rave On : records, 117 N.
Main St. in Wheaton, might be
what you’re looking for.
The stores’ owner and manager
since its inception three years ago
is Mike Meyer.
“I NAMED THE Rave On
after the song by the legendary
Buddy Holly. That phrase was a
slang/hip way of saying ‘party
on’ in the fifties.”
He added that it was almost

Devo tries new musi
with synthesized dai
By MIKE MCCORKLE
Devo: “Shout” **Vt
Warner Brothers
Amid a total lack of pomp and splendor,
Devo has released a new album, “Shout.”
The spudboys have changed musical
styles once again. They have moved from
just synthesizer music to electronic dance
music. All of the ten songs on the album
are danceable.
“Shout” sounds more like a combina¬
tion of several bands; including Human
League, Heaven Seventeen, the B-52’s and
Laurie Anderson. The sound is very clean,
crisp and somewhat syncopated.
THE ALBUM KICKS off with the title
eong, "Shout,” one of the strongest
pieces on the album. The introduction
song sounds much like Adam and the Ants
might have sounded like, had they used
the very latest electronics. The song is
very smooth, very infectious. This tune
offers none of the sound effects that make
the other songs on this album interesting.
"The Satisfied Mind” and “Don’t
Rescue Me” follow the title song. Neither
really stands out as anything other than
dance music. The lyrics are simple and
repetitive. The songs are listenable, but
nothing to look forward to hearing.
“THE 4TH DIMENSION” starts out
slowly, but becomes a catchy tune. Near
the end of the song, Devo offers us a
synth version of the melody line to the
Beatles’ “Daytripper.” After a few listens,

though, this song tends to fade in with the
other songs.
The first side winds down with
“C’mon,” a song which, oddly enough,
seems to be about escaping from
technology.
“When nothin’s funny, it gets easy to
laugh at the drop of a hat, or a
bomb. . . Can’t you see the lasers
roving? Brighter than the sun. Let’s run.

C’mon.” These lyrics from “C’mon” seem
to bely the fact that Devo is one of the
most technically advanced bands around.
THE SECOND SIDE commences with
“Here to Go” and “Jurisdiction of Love.’
Aside from some very interesting sounds,
both of these songs are pretty unremark¬
able and easily forgotten.
"Puppet Boy,” on the other hand, is
probably the best tune on the record. It
goes back to the tradition of old Devo
songs such as “Speed Racer ” in that it
features two people, the boy and a higher

Progressive store raves abo
named
Rave Up
by his
business partner at that time but
Rave On
was finally chosen
though some people find it hard
to understand.
"I’m on the phone every other
day placing orders with music
distributors from Chicago, New
York, California, and London.
They let me know what is
available in records, tapes, literatrue, posters, pins, and T-shirts.
They also inform me of new bands
and ones on the rise.”
When asked what bands are
popular at Rave On he said
“Anything with ‘U2’ on it.”
“I CAN BARELY keep up with
the requests.” Also popular he
said are, REM,
Quaker Du
and the

“I carry the top mainstream
albums and oldies, but the main
alternative is to be different than
all the other record stores in the
area — more progressive.”
“In the last few years ‘no¬
name,’ independent label bands
have received a bigger audience,
becoming more acceptable. I
feel this is do to college radio
stations who can experiment and
take chances with progressive
music.

“I decided to advertise on
Northwestern University’s radio
station becuase they are about the
only station that gives the music
I sell airplay — and their
broadcast barely reaches into this
area.”
MEYER WENT ON to com¬
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Hardcore risk-takers score
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diking back and forth,
the end of the song, the boy rebels
Jthe other, saying “I’m a boy, not
pnd I’m not through yet.” This
I very danceable and fun to listen
OWING'“PUPPET BOY” is
Please,” which is basically a time
has its good points, but there is
special about this song,
ibum finished with “Are You
iced?” If this sounds familiar, it is
this is a remake of the Jimi
tune. The relationship with the
song is almost nonexistent. The
dequate, though. Nothing great,
easy to listen to, and offers some
ng noises,
t” is not the album to buy to get
ilitical messages or powerful,
music.
:or good electronic dance music,
it. It is short, only about 35
long, but all Devo albums hover
hat time. Don’t expect anything
al, but do expect to like the album
the fun sound.
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there will be video rentals of
various rock bands, video art,
documentaries and movies out of
the ordinary.
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From any angle Husker Du’s new
album “Zen Arcade” is fantastic. This
trio from Minnesota, who until now
culled most of their following from the
hardcore punk scene, has come up with
a new album that is one of the
strongest to come from any under¬
ground artists in the past several years.
“Zen Arcade” is a two-record set
that’s packed with 22 great songs. The
band has branched out in a big way
from today’s average hardcore by
including acoustical and piano-oriented
songs along with their more typical fast
and loud approach. They have also
demonstrated a willingness to experi¬
ment that most punk bands would shun
for fear of being labeled “artsy-craftsy."
THE SOUND QUALITY of “Zen
Arcade” is impeccable; some critics
have said that it is one of the best
recorded albums of any kind to come
out in the last year, and I agree. The
band’s sound is both noisy and melodic
at the same time. Lead singer and
guitarist Bob Mould plays beautiful
chord patterns, with a tone that
tends to sound like two pieces of sheet
metal mating.
Mould’s main influence, surprisingly
enough, seems to be the Byrds. This is
laid over a tight rhythm section and the
results are great. The fast songs move
along at a nice clip, without becoming
exhausting to listen to, and the slower
songs are spaced just right throughout
the record to keep things from getting
out of hand.
This is a concept album, loosely
telling the story of a young man who
leaves his miserable home life behind
and migrates to the big city where he
copes with the afterthoughts, homesick¬
ness, and disillusionment that comes

with such a change of habitat. He
experiences weirdos on the street, evil
corporations, and the death of his
girlfriend, while growing up a little in
the process.
THE SONGS ARE well written and
sung by all three members of Husker
Du (which means “do you remember”
in Dutch). There is no sensational
fairy tale imagery involved in the lyrics,
just honest, emotional thoughts to¬
wards an ordinary person’s life. Let’s
face it, too many groups’ albums try to
be concept recordings with mystical
gibberish that appeals only to stoned
high school kids.
Those who are not into “punk” owe it
to themselves to listen to Husker Du’s
fine new album. It is easily one of the
best that I’ve heard in a long while.
And, if such comparisons must be
made, it could be considered the New
Music’s answer to Pink Floyd’s “The
Wall.”
Fang: “Where The Wild Things Are”
***
Boner Records

YesterHits
Hits From Billboard 10 and
20 Years Ago This Week
POP SINGLES—10 Yurs Ago

1. Fire, Ohio Players, mercury
2. You’re No Good,
Linda Ronstadt,

capitol

3. Boogie On Reggae Woman,
Stevie Wonder,

tamla

4. Pick Up The Pieces,

On quite the other end of the
spectrum is a band called Fang.
“Where The Wild Things Are,” a 10
song 45, is the second record from this
now legendary Berkeley, California,
band.
Fang won the hearts of hundreds
when they burst upon the scene in 1982,
sounding like a cross between Black
Sabbath and Jimi Hendrix played at 78
speed. Their lyrics were stupid,
offensive, and very funny. As people
soon discovered, the sheer lack of talent
and intelligence displayed by Fang was
more than made up for by their
enormous volume and enthusiasm. As a
result, they are great.
Fortunately, with their new record
they haven’t changed a bit. They are
out to offend everyone, and with ten
songs they have managed to do that
with topics including sex, car accidents,
sex, heroine deaths, mental disorders,
and sex. The first time you hear this
band, you will be laughing. The second
time, you’ll be hooked.

tfappy
Birthday

Average White Band,

Atlantic

5. Best Of My Love, Eagles, asylum
6. Some Kind Of Wonderful,
Grand Funk,

capitol

7. Black Water,
Doobie Brothers, warner brothers

8. Laughter In The Rain,
Neil Sedaka,

mca

9. Lonely People,
America, warner bros.

10. Get Dancin',
Disco Tex & the Sex-O-Lettes,
CHELSEA

POP SINGHS—20 Yurs Ago

1. You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin',
Righteous Brothers,

philles

2. Downtown,
Petula Clark,

warner bros

3. The Name Game,
Shirley Ellis, congress

4. This Diamond Ring,
Gary Lewis

&

the Playboys, Liberty

5. Hold What You’ve Got
Joe Tex,

dial

6. Love Potion Number Nine,
Searchers, kapp
7. All Day And All Of The Night,
Kinks, reprise
8. My Girl, Temptations, gordy
9. How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By
You), Marvin Gaye, TAMLA
10. Shake, Sam Cooke, rca
10 Yurs too

1. Fire, Ohio Players, mercury
2. Miles Of Aisles,
Joni Mitchell,

asylum

3. Heart Like A Wheel,
Linda Ronstadt.

capitol

4. Average White Band, Atlantic
5. Greatest Hits, Elton John, mca
6. Dark Horse, George Harrison, apple
7. War Child, Jethro Tull, chrysalis
8. Relayer, Yes. Atlantic
9. New & Improved,
Spinners, Atlantic

10. Do It (‘Til You’re Satisfied),
B.T. Express, scepter

CCBLUBf

25 TBS

TOP ALBUMS—20 Yurs Ago

1. Beatles'65, Beatles, capitol
2. Where Did Our Love Go,
Supremes,

3.
4.
5.
6.

motown

Mary Popping, Soundtrack, vista
My Fair Lady, Soundtrack, Columbia
The Beach Boys Concert, capitol
My Love Forgive Me,
Robert Goulet.

Columbia

7. Fiddler On The Roof,
8.

Original Cast, rca
People, Barbra Streisand, Columbia

9. Coast To Coast,
Dave Clark Five, epic

10. Roustabout, Elvis Presley, rca

7 Vff

41984’ — grim lesson in human terror
By SCOTT TOMKOWIAK
“Was that a movie?” asked the woman as she was leaving the theater. “I didn’t
understand the story.”
She shook her head in disbelief while her boyfriend led her through the small
crowd heading toward the exits.
Perhaps the woman missed the whole point behind the George Orwell’s classic,
"1984.” Instead of telling the tale in a normal fashion, this film builds through
flashbacks, flash-forwards and present action.
WHILE THIS TYPE of approach may be confounding, it underscores and
emphasizes the true feeling behind the work. That feeling might be interpreted as
hopelesslness in a society determined to wipe out every ounce of individuality in
the human race.
Be forewarned — “1984” is not a film that should be seen as the second part of a
lazy, Saturday evening date. Rather, it should be viewed in the context of a
history lesson; one that would dull the senses and the mind.
Given this premise, it would be safe to say that this movie could be a box-office
flop. Moviegoers love adventure, action and plenty of upbeat drama.
“1984” HAS NONE of this. It is a dark, dreary film, bathed in pessimism and
contempt for totalitarian ideas.
Let us examine the basic structure of this film. Headliner John Hurt is ideally
cast as Orwell’s Winston Smith, a weather-beaten and burned out individual whose
age is about 35, but who appears to be around 60.
He is an editor of sorts, more precisely, one of many in a factory that routinely
reshapes history through newspaper clippings. Smith wields his razor blade
ruthlessly, turning questionable headlines into acceptable government propaganda
and sending pictures of real people into the oblivion of a small blast furnace.
LIKE OTHERS IN his society, Winston Smith exists in a dank and filthy
one-room apartment where Big Brother keeps an eye on him at all times through a
large TV screen. Those televisions seem to be everywhere, not only watching every
move of the workers, but also telling tales of glorious battle victories being waged
somewhere around the world.
These screens are also a tool for public executions and for revealing traitors to
the government’s ruling Inner Party. Such traitors openly persecute themselves

through the media, admitting crimes of individualism, feelings of love and so on.
It is that one emotion that draws Smith into an affair with Julia (Suzanna
Hamilton), a worldly woman who has connections within the powerful Inner Party.
Together, they share the joys we take for granted, such as walking through a
colorful meadow, having a picnic lunch and then making love in a grassy field.
THESE PASSIONS ARE crimes against the state. Big Brother’s security police
eventually catch up with the pair and are forced by torturous means to inform on
one another.
In his final feature performance, Richard Burton is cast as O’Brien, the picture’s
symbol of omnipotent control. His role in this vehicle is grim but powerful,
extolling the visciousness of a totalitarian government.
The scenes in which Burton interrogates and tortures John Hurt’s character are
sometimes too painful to watch. Passages where Smith is laid out on a rack in the
dreaded Room 101 are definitely not for the squeamish.
And so, all this should be kept in mind prior to viewing “1984.” Indeed, it is a
fine motion picture, but a film that leaves audiences worn out and vicariously
depressed.___

It may be the best decision
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To any and all aspiring artists, writers,
and photographers.
Now is your chance to be noticed!
THE PRAIRIE LIGHT REVIEW
The Humanities Magazine of the College of Du Page
is looking for your best work!
We welcome submissions in
Poetry
Essays
Short Story
Short Drama
Humor
Articles
Black S White Artwork
Black 6 White Photography
Submissions for the Spring edition will be
eligible for our annual contest.
First prize in each category:
personal AM/FM cassette stereo.
Second prize:
gold, Cross pen & pencil set.
Third prize;
silver. Cross pen & pencil set.
All honorable mentions will receive a book.
Deadline for submission:

March 15, 1985.
For more infdrmation:
Prairie Light Review Office SRC 1017,
Humanities Office 1C 3098,
or call 858-2800 ext. 2733 or 2047.

Of priests and prejudice
By GEOFF SACCOMANNO
“Mass Appeal” — This film is an
often humorous and very thought-pro¬
voking look at the internal prejudices
facing an upper middle-class Catholic
church.
Jack Lemmon plays an elderly priest
comfortably settled into his congrega¬
tional duties until a rebellious young
deacon is assigned to the parish.
At first the wise-cracking Father
Farley (Lemmon) sees his new arrival
as nothing but a “bark than bite”
youngster.
THE SCENES OF Farley teaching
Deacon Dolson (Zeljko Ivanek) to
symbolically sermonize on the simple
pleasures of jelly doughnuts is hysteri¬
cal.
After a while Dolson’s unpopular

anti-materialism and pro-bi-sexuality
surface, much to the displeasure of the
head honcho Monsignor Burke (Charles
Duraing).
When Dolson confesses to Burke
about being a former homosexual, all
hell breaks loose.
In the process of defending the “out
of the closet” almost ordained priest,
Farley becomes disenchanted with his
safe uninvolved lifestyle.
Lemmon dominates the movie with
his self-mockery and periodic outbursts
of disdain of the bigoted Monsignor.
Playing well-rounded, three-dimensonal characters is Lemmon’s strongest
asset and “Appeal” works largely
because of his efforts.
Rated P.G. ***

“Witness” — This flick is an
outstanding combination of romance,
murder mystery and semi-documentary
on the Amish culture.
The story could have worked on the
romantic impact alone.
Harrison Ford (from the “Star Wars”
and “Indiana Jones” sagas) plays the
cynical hard-nosed Philadelphia detec¬
tive John Book.
BOOK IS INVESTIGATING a
police murder that has an unusual drug
related twist.
Samuel (Lucas Hass) is a young
Amish boy who saw the murder from a
bathroom stall at a train station.
The good copper gets wounded and
the boy’s recently widowed mother
Rachel (Kelly McGillis), nurses Book
back to health at her farm.
Although coming from radically
different environments, the man and
woman find a growing attraction each
is hesitant to act on.
DURING THE PROCEEDINGS,
the viewer is treated to the everyday

life of the ultra-conservative Amish
lifestyle.
One often feels like he is watching a
public television program and when
Book takes part in a community bam
construction the basic “special effect”
is tremendous.
Ironically, the real Amish protested
the filming of “Witness” but nothing
seems offensive in this cultural
dramatization.
WHEN THE KILLERS go after the
boy and Book, a nail-biting confronta¬
tion ensues.
Filmmaker Peter Weir (“Year of
Living Dangerously”) captures the
ominous meeting in a manner Alfred
Hitchcock would envy.
In a noteworthy film debut is the
Russian ballet star Alexander Gudinov
as a rival suitor of Rachel.
Overall one witnesses a triple score of
a luscious love affair, a present day
view of an old-fashioned culture and a
suspenseful tale of murderous ven¬
geance.
Rated “R” ***‘/2*

New
Releases
POPULAR ARTISTS
BANG BANG
Life Part II
LP Epic BFE 39623/CBS/no list
CA BET 39623/no list

BOSTIC, SAM
Circuitry
LP Atlantic 81232-l-D/WEA/$8.98
CA 81232-4-0/WEA/S8.98

COLLINS, PHIL
No Jacket Required
LP Atlantic 81240-1-0/WEA/S8.98
CA 81240-4-D/S8.98

THE CRACKERS
Contraband
EP Edison ER-1002/S4.98

THE FIRM
LP Atlantic 81239-l-0/WEA/*8.98
CA 8I239-4-D/S8.98

IRIS. OONNIE
No Muss... No Fuss
LP HME BFW 39949/C8S/no list
CA BWT 39^49/no list

JAZZ
ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO
The Third Decade
LPECM 1-25014/WE A/S9.98
CA 4-25014/S9.98

GISMONTI, EGBERTO,
& NANA VASCONCELOS
Duas Vozes
LPECM 1-25015/WEA/$9 98
CA 4-25015/S9.98

JACKSON, RONALD SHANNON,
AND THE DECODING SOCIETY
Decode Yourself
LP Island 90247-l-0/WEA/$8.98
CA 90247-4-D/58.98

VASCONCELOS. NANA
See Egberto Gismont

VOLLENWEIDER, ANDREAS
White Winds
LP CBS FM 39963/no list
CA FMT 39963/no list

COMPACT DISC
COLLINS, PHIL
No Jacket Required
CO Attontic 81240-2-R/WEA/815.98

Trivia Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
\
—

t L

Spiny Norm;
Jelly babies.
Seven.
A sonic screwdriver.
Graham Chapman.
-.

__

Classifieds

Don’t Be Left Out In The Cold! If you like
to Pary Hard, then this is the only trip to
take. $105 let's you Do It In Daytona. Not
limited to CD students. Registration ends
Feb. 23. Call Dave, 629-0674, 5-10p.m.
companion needed to read and communi¬
cate with disabled young woman at
Wheaton Nursing Home, part-time, flexible
hours. Mrs. Dolores Jacklin, 968-1292.
Become the best you can be with the help of
Ralph Lauren make-up specialists. We are
having a three day clinic at Lord & Taylor,
Oak Brook Mall, Feb. 21-23, 10:30 a m. to
5 p.m. Please call for appointment, 654-8000,
ext. 239. $15 charge which goes to any pur¬
chase in Lauren.
Typing, word processing: reports, papers,
resumes fast — reasonable, JEM Services
969-8753.
Need help finding funds for school? We can
help. Local firm offers computerized re¬
search to match students with funding
sources for which they qualify. Guaranteed
results, Roscoe Guidance Service. (312)
859-7152.
My husband and I are interested in adopting
an infant. If you know anyone who is con¬

LITTLE GUY — Happy 25th. LOVE, MOM
JOHN AND BIG GUY.
k.w. — You were born naked. Happy Birth
day.B.M.
STRAIGHT — How could you call yourself
straight? I saw you arm and arm with Real
Man in yourTrans-Am. I’M WATCHING YOU

VEGGE — You are a potato and I’m melted
cheese. M.C.

VIC, Turn up the radio next time and listen
TRACI
TRUE AMERICAN MAN — Punkers don't
"rock on" so get gent. Rock and Roll must
die! PUNKERS

RECKS, LOOKING GOOD

promotion good. Excellent compensation.
Yearly earnings are expected to be over
$40,000! Either full-time or part-time posi¬
tions available. Call (312) 741-5118.
AUTO FOR SALE — '76 Vega Sta. Wag.,
4-speed, yellow, economical, runs good.
6£(>920TTom._
GUITAR PLAYER NEEDED immediately for
part-time top-40/wedding group. Must be
versatile, read music well and have trans¬
portation. Aged 19-27. Please call Don at

SQUUPSIES— Giggle,giggle,snot. BJ

The best communication begins with the
knowledge that perfect or pure communi¬
cation is not possible.

Rides wanted to Naperville Mon.-Thurs. at
5 p.m. and Friday at 2 p.m. Willing to pay
for gas. Call Dyan 369-8939after 5:30p.m.

Sales Representative: A .growing company

handle our girls. You fairy. PUNKERS

WE CAN’T ALL be as perfect as you wall
eye.

RAND — I don't know what's wrong. It just
doesn’t do it anymore. Wish it could be
different.

seeks sales representatives building with

REAL MAN — You drive a Trans-am be¬
cause of masculine inferiority. You couldn't

GEORGE — Keepmesmiling! MERCY

sidering placing a child for adoption, please
call collect: (217) 344-4390.

Need campus Travel Service Rep. Part-time.
Write Trading Spaced 1611 Verdugo, LaCanada, CA 91011.

BARNEY — CALIFORNIA SOUNDS LIKE A
GOOD IDEA.

Art is the only way to run away without
leaving home — TWYLA THARP
BOBBY, Are you full of lead or what? I have
my suspicions.
HUCK —
tonight!

I KNOW THAT a mind is a terrible waste to
thing, if I could be brilliant I would, and I
know if I knew I'd remember, SEE JAY
K — You ARE a beach! I didn't believe it
when they told me. TAB
TO CHRISTOPHER, PEABODY etc. on the
occasion of your 19th birthday. You’re final¬
ly in print. Happy Day!
SISTER ROBIN

2-17-85.

YOUR

ROLLER SKATING MIME? Oh no! (But may
be he'll fall down. Heh Heh)
REAL
MAN? STRAIGHT? TRANS-AM?
BLOOMINGTON? So you two have finally
decided to come out of the closet? I live —
SID

Enuf was enuf

STARTING SOON — Club for the actively
apathetic.
STRAIGHT? YEAH, RIGHT.
GEORGE. YOU FAIRY.

SO

IS

BOY

CHECK OUT THE ACTION IN THE STUDENT
ACTIVITIES RECREATION AREA! ENJOY
BILLIARDS,
TABLE
TENNIS,
CARDS,
CHESS, YAHTZEE, CHECKERS, RISK AND
BACKGAMMON. FIRST FLOOR OF STU¬
DENT RESOURCE CENTER.
REAL MEN ARE intelligent and courageous.

PRINCESS — Didn't I see you shopping at
Sears?

968-7442.

SA/OW AND COLDJ
SWU AND COLD.'

LJHY M£
LORD?

They don't have to look wierd to function
and are not afraid to voice their opinions
about punkers! REAL FAN
STRAIGHT, REAL MAN, Why is it there are
onoy two punk haters ever seen here? Are
there any more of you? Can't they write?
A PUNK
MR. BELLINGER: What would Burke have
thought of Illinois politics?
PSYCH 100 GIRLS: I’m neurotic. I'm psy¬
chotic. I’m a manic depressant. I can't wait
to get to Northern. PANT. PANT. LONELY
HUNK
JOEL — Go for it! Be a real man and break
the 200-mark this quarter, something punk¬
ers could never do! S & E.

LORD, COULD You WAKE THE
SUN COME OUT AND OJA AM
ME Ur A LITTLE ?

f

_r
~~~„V
11
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J—

)
(

A IaJiSE guy
OR SOMETHING?

\x

pail
l|lh'.

■
m

PUNKERS — You're wrong. I don't eat
quiche. I snort it. REAL MAN

UHAT are you,

_

-

I’M COMING TO DESTROY. I WEAR ROLLER
SKATES.
WE’RE all in this alone! No reason to be
sorry, no reason to feel responsible at all.
SORRY ANYWAY.
Y.M. Remember when rabbits Were alive?
RAM

"■’'nr©1 'C

■

■
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$72,000 a year isn't enough
stereotype, that there are some who
abuse the system and live high on the
taxpayer, more often there is another
side to the story that, in the words of
the congressman’s wife, “people don't
“Don’t bother to write a column on
understand.”
that,”
said
the
wife
of
a
prominent
life.
The Washington, D.C., area is second
member of Congress. “No one will
hote
They borrowed a name,
only to Los Angeles in the average
understand. You have to live here to
(this
They tainted a belief. They
price of a house. According to the
understand.”
ns’
often sit in the CD cafeteria,
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, an
When presidential assistant Michael
jeonThey have borrowed a style of
average of $139,600 is needed to buy a
K.
Deaver
announced
that
he
was
rith
dress. As far as I know, they
house in Greater Los Angeles. The
leaving his White House job to accept a
don’t actively protest anyaverage house in Washington, D.C.,
position with a public relations firm at
estthing. They come from middle
goes for $129,400. Add to that the cost
• an estimated $200,000 per year, he said
[the
America. They attend college
of property taxes (usually higher in
he and his family found it impossible to
Lon— obviously — so they’re
Washington than where the member of
live in Washington on an annual salary
ieve
preparing for the future,
Congress or administration official
of
$72,000.
One
could
hear
the
guffaws
late
Basically, they’re a contracomes from), the food bill (about 20
echoing across the country.
jfact
diction to the movement
percent higher than many areas of the
Many
people
fit
politicians
into
what
the
they’ve sought to mimic.
country) and related costs for educating
might be called the “Willie Brown
Perhaps we should don them
the children and the required social life
stereotype of the public servant.”
hpowith the tijle “Apathetically
that is the grist of the political mill, and
Brown,
the
speaker
of
the
California
any
Sitting, Borrowers.”
$72,000 doesn’t go as far as it used to.
Assembly, is described in a Wall Street
| the
NO. THAT NAME is too
NONE OF THE current or former
Journal
profile
as
a
party-givingzany,
ain.
long. We might forget it.
members of Congress or their spouses
who
enjoys
flashy
cars,
much
power
; to
How about this name? I
with whom I spoke wished to be
and accolades from Playgirl magazine.
rial
think they’ll like it; it’s truly
identified (people don’t understand, you
WHEN
THE
PUBLIC
reads
that
ley’re
justified and deserving of
know), but the following stories are
their “servants” not only make
to
them.
typical of all except the few who are
considerably more than they do, but
Real Punks.
independently wealthy.
find it impossible to live on twice what
iren’t
I think it has a nice ring to
A woman whose husband represents
the folks at home make, they often
j any
it.
a district in the Northeast said it costs
shake their heads in disbelief.
Jheir
Don’t you?
their family $8,000 a year to serve in
While it is true, as it is of any
Congress, which they must take out of
savings. There are two houses to
maintain, one in Washington and a
residence in the home district, there is a
college tuition to pay for the children,
there are higher utility costs, gasoline
■farm
make the same amount.”
alternative. Many tons go into
prices and so on. “My husband’s
up
Because of rising costs and
distilleries to be made into
congressional salary is eaten up by the
pget.
wages, the farmer earns a
vinegar and alcohol in West
mortgage payment and taxes,” she
for
similar amount, and contri¬
Germany and Italy (French
says. “We rarely go out to dinner; often
culbutes to the general glut. Also,
law forbids this) while other
entertaining at home. Sure there are
the amount of trees planted in
apples are used as feed for
advantages, such as free airport
taxthe same area has risen
animals. . . French farmers
parking (big deal), reduced-price hair¬
that
phenomenally in areas pro¬
do allow sheep to graze the
cuts and the honor of serving your
into
fiting from the earlier apple
hulking compost heaps, how¬
country.” But you can’t eat honor.'
toresboom of the 1970s. A french
ever, completing the peaceful
A former senator from the Midwest
in a
orchard farmer — who would
picture of putrid profusion
says he found it impossible to keep two
nger
clearly be ashamed to indicate
with an added pastroal touch.
houses, so he was forced to sell the one
nise.
that his produce is being
A natural solution to the
in his home state and rent a hotel room
Prodisposed of — indicates that
problem with the excesses
to satisfy residency requirements. Dry
400 trees stand on one hectare
would be the distribution of
deed,
cleaning, parking, the cost of maintain¬
today,, as contrasted to the
such footstuffs to the needy
ating an automobile were twice as high as
former ratio of 100 trees to
. . . unfortunately only one
feat
they were at home. He also resented a
10,000 square meters.
le.
program has been set up in
system he says works against families,
ESPECIALLY, THE Co¬
asily
France, where a school prin¬
requiring a member to be in his or her
operative farmers have cashed
cipal has achieved a monu¬
the
home state virtually every weekend,
in
on
the
many-penny
bonus
idy”
mental feat in cutting through
but forcing the member to pay for the
by
from Brussels. Although their
red tape to acqujre free apples
travel of a spouse and children or dip
plantations account for only 40
ench
for his pupils at lunchtime.
into campaign funds, which, he says
the
percent of the area used to
Such programs are generally
as in
produce apples, their harvest
deemed "too bothersome” and
accounts for half of the French
the
seen as covering a tonnage too
rally
apple crop — and they are
small to be effective.
intly
expanding their capacity yet
Every single red, succulent,
further.
Pple
juicy, nutritious apple that
Expanding it right into the
feeds some person should not
t incompost heap. Fortunately,
be considered ineffective. Food
le to
other European producers
feeding hungry mouths — and
it of
have come up with other ways
not decorating the landscape
!8 to
and providing an oversized
to be rid of the annoying
compost heap — should be the
excess, although better fiscal
tare,
norm, regardless of price
planning has not yet entered
i 60
To the Editor:
controls.
the picture as a viable
We, the punks of this school, are sick
of taking abuse from anybody or
anything with 50 cents. The so-called
he COURIER is a 100-percent student-written, student-managed
“real men” and “straight” people are
ekly newspaper serving the College of DuPage and the'surrounding coman example.
rity.
These two “masculine” guys seem to
think that we’re a bunch of homosexu¬
ditoriat offices are located in the Student Resource Center, room 1022.
als. They are quite wrong. We just
ephone 858-2800, ext. 2379.
don’t feel the need to go around telling
Advertising rates are available upon request. Deadline for ads is one
everybody we’re men or women. We’re
ek prior to publication. Ads which require considerable typesetting
just not that insecure.
did be submitted 10 days in advance.
These people keep telling us that
the college is located at 22nd Street & Lambert Road, Glen Ellyn, III.,
they are quite manly but, then again,1
37
they are hiding in the newspaper. This
0r-in-Chief.Paul Goodman STAFF: Judy Bluder, Thomas Cronenberg,
doesn’t seem to be their kind of way to
“Png editor.. R. Kelley Laughlin Jr.
Louanne Fries, Rick Galfano, John Green,
get things done. Usually rednecks just
taut editor.Chris Aiello
April Gronowski, John Hoffman, Mike Jack
come right out and hit people with
rtainment editor.Julie Bridge
son. Bob Kurek, Nancy Lloyd, Mike Mcchains or something.
ts editor.Greg Huber
Corkle, Lois Michel, Kriss Montgomery,
One reason why we don’t act like
0 editor..
Patrick Timmers
Craig Rice, Steve Savaglio, Channon Seifert,
most people and don’t talk like them, or
ditor..
.... John Fenwick
Cheryl Sobun, Gary Stopka, Scott Tomlisten to the “right” kind of music is
hics/paste up..
Joe Territo
kowiak, David Tuley, Charles Ventura,
ness manager.Dave Hamilton ' Kathleen Woltzen.CeilLandahl
that we don’t want to.
ser.James J.Nyka
So, the next time people feel
threatened by our ideas, I suggest they
are
feu re
[ring

own name,
LET’S TRY TO describe CD
punkers in order that thenname shall reflect their way of

CAL THOMAS

many do, but which he did not feel
comfortable doing.
MANY MEMBERS OF Congress
and high-ranking administration offi¬
cials could make a lot more money in
private life, as Mike Deaver is about to
experience. While it is true that no one
should “unduly profit” from public
service, neither does it seem right for
them to “unduly suffer” from working
for the government.
Sure there are those, like Mike
Deaver, of whom it could be said that
he is profiting from government service
in private industry, but many more do
not make such a well-paid leap.
This is not to suggest that public
servants are about to join the street
people on heating grates and park
benches, but that is not the point. The
point is that we are turning too many
good people away from public service,
not only because of the intense scrutiny
we put them through, but also, in many
cases, because we substantially under¬
pay them.
The wife of the congressman was
probably right, though. No one will
understand.
(c) 1985, Los Angeles Times Syndi¬
cate

erg Report

;•

...

Editor’s note:
In order to best represent student in¬
terest »t CD, we at the COURIER need
to hear comments from time to time to let
us know if we are serving the purpose. If
we are to truly retain the status of a
student newspaper,” we should present
■views and issues which are of importance
to the 3t'ident body. If we’re not doing this,
or not often enough -LET DS KNOW!

'Real men' offend
punks

sit down and re-evaluate their own
ideas. If they come up thinking that
the world is a perfect place, they should
run for office. But, if they come up
realizing that a lot of things are wrong
with the world, maybe they’ll decided
to do something about it. Just like we
are.
Name withheld upon request
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How do you feel about
Reagan's proposed cut in
student aid?
Chris Fauske, Darien: “I
think it is good, the deficit has
to he cut somewhere. It may
hurt now, but the cuts are for
the better.”
Ron LaPorta, Villa Park:
“Reagan is cutting too much
aid off the scholarship pro¬
grams.”
Annie Holland, Villa Park:
“I think with Reagan cutting
aid and college prices going
up, it will be harder for people
to attend school.”

Student Voice
Mike
Groble,
Downers
Grove: “It doesn’t really affect
me, so it doesn’t bother me
one way or another.”
Tom Rakowski, Oak Brook:
“I feel sorry for the people
that it affects, but it doesn’t
affect me.”
Angela Leska, Glendale
Heights: “It’s absurd to not
give guaranteed student loans
to families that make over
$30,000 because they are the
ones most likely to pay them
back.”
Kelly Dunk, Naperville: “I
think it’s great because I don’t
have to pay for school.”

Linda Thiel
Linda Thiel, Naperville:
“I’m against it. I feel that
there are other areas that
could be cut.”
Kathy Hutton, Naperville:
“I hate it. Our family has
three people in college and
student loans really help.”
Theresa Glasgow, Aurora:
“It’s okay because the student
aid should be reserved for the
needy and not be abused by
those who already have de¬
grees and keep coming back
instead of working just be¬
cause the government finances
them.”
Janet Massa, Naperville: “I
don't like it. I feel a lot of his
policies don’t help education.
He’s cut more than he has
spent on education.”

Frank Noack, West Chica¬
go: “I’m against. It would cut
into my budget.”
Bobby Mayer, Woodridge:
“I think he’s a jerk and
ignorant. It’s not fair because
a lot of students can’t work
full-time and go to school.”
Stuart Underwood, Naper¬
ville: “I think cuts are needed
but in other areas like
agriculture and defense. Cuts
in student aid won’t help in
the long run.”
John Frame, Naperville: “I
abhor it completely. Students
have a hard time as it is
getting through college.”
Scott Hedstrom, Wheaton:
“It doesn’t matter to me
because the government is
picking up the tab. I just got
out of the Army.”
Neal Campbell, Wheaton: "I
think it’s a bad idea. He’s
cutting down on aid and
raising defense.”

receive financial aid because
the cost of education is high.”
Greg Cresta, Clarendon
Hills: “I think it’s justifiable
because of the country’s
situation.”
Ralph Lech, Elmhurst: “It’s
unfair because a lot of people
can’t work and pay for school
at the same time. I think it
sucks.”
Loreen O'Brien, Elmhurst:
“I think Reagan should cut
defense instead of discourag¬
ing middle class students from
attending college.”

Mike Venetis

Dieter Troesken

Randy Sagen, Naperville: “I
realize cuts have to be made
some place, but I feel the
president could look elsewhere
— perhaps the defense bud¬
get.”
Mahjabeen Khan, Wheaton:
“I didn’t even know about it.
When did it happen?”

Marvin Richardson
Marvin Richardson, Bloomingdale: “I’m against it be¬
cause it hurts those who need
it the most.”
Jon Stachowicz, Glen Ellyn:
“I believe people should

Tim Feeley, Naperville: "I
think it hurts us, all of his cuts
seem to make the rich richer
and the poor poorer.”
Bridget Carper, Aurora: “I
don’t like it. Before I was
married, my father only made
so much money and that was
,the only way I could make it.
I don’t know how kids today
make it.”

Mike Venetis, Elmhurst: “I
don’t like it; people aren’t
getting good educations as a
result. He should make cuts
somewhere else.”

Dieter Troesken, Bloomingdale: “I don’t like it. He can
spend money for us to go into
the army but not for school¬

Larry Wright, Bloomingdale: “It isn’t a really good
idea. It takes a lot of people’s
chances away from going to
school and getting an educa¬
tion.”

Chris Bukow, Lisle: “Not
fair when he can afford to
spend so much on defense and
it’s not fair to the education of
the people who will run the
country in the future.”

ing.”
Keith Douglas, Glendale
Heights: “I think they should
decrease defense spending and
spend more on educating
America.”
Kellie Moore, Naperville:
“It’s terrible! It isn’t fair
because in most families both
parents work which puts
almost
everyone
over
$30,000.”

Karen Schweik, Naperville:
“I like Reagan but I don't
agree with his proposal to cut
funds for almost everyone.”
Kim Wojtonik, Downers
Grove: “It’s not fair to spend
money on the defense budget
and not on education.”
Raymond Ramirez, Carol
Stream: “I didn’t like it. It
was very unsociable of him to
do that. Kids can’t work and
go to school at the same time.”
Rudy Wilczynski, Downers
Grove: “It bothers me because
it affects other people. It
doesn’t affect me.”

Commentary

What happened to peace, love and understanding?
By CHERYL SOBUN
“Flower power,” “Make love not
war,” “Hell no we won’t go,” were all
popular phrases of the ’60s. A lot of you
were probably too young to remember
what was going on back then, but now
you’re all old enough to understand
what your older brothers and sisters
stood for. I think a lot of us could take
some lessons from them. The Vietnam
War wasn’t that long ago. What kids of
yesterday believed in may be applied
today. They weren’t dreaming —
instead, they were working to make a
dream a reality. They passe i on the
torch to our generation and wh it are we
doing — nothing. I’m begiining to
think universal love went out irith the
last hippie.
Peace — peace among Americans,
and peace between nations — that s
what leaders like John F. Kennedy,
Robert F. Kennedy and Martin Luther
King were fighting for. Each one
opposed racial prejudice, the Vietnam

War and violence of any kind — each
one died by a bullet.
Robert Kennedy once said, “Arching
over all else, must be our quest for
world peace; not the quiet of desolation
nor the stability of tyranny; but a
world of diversity and progress in
which armaments and violence give
way to the forces of reason and
compromise which are man’s only hope
for survival on earth.”
Is our generation going to let the
death of these men be in vain? We still
have a lot to fight for. The Vietnam
War is over, you may say, what else is
there? A final end to racial prejudice,
handguns, and the making of nuclear
weapons for starters.
“I have a dream that one day on the
red hills of Georgia the sons of former
slaves and the sons of former
slaveowners will be able to sit down
together at the table of brotherhood.’
These are the famous words of Martin
Luther King.

The situation between blacks and
whites has changed dramatically since
then, but it is not over yet. This was
clearly evident in the 1982 Chicago
mayoral race with such labels as white
votes, black votes, black mayor —
you’d think we’d be tired of this sort of
fhing already. Blacks and whites have
got to stop competing with each other
for Martin Luther King’s dream to
finally come true.
John Lennon, leader of peace in the
music world, was killed in 1980 by a
handgun. Suddenly the public’s eyes
were opened. Handguns — I choke on
the word — were responsible for
approximately 49,000 murders in the
United States in the years 1977-1981.
What a staggering statistic. That
averages out to about 10,000 murders
by handguns a year. How about getting
guns off the street? Save yourself or
your loved one from becoming a
statistic.
Then follows nuclear missiles. Let’s

keep the ones we have to ensure our
safety, but why on earth do we need
more? We have enough bombs to blow
away the Soviet Union a thousand
times over. Wouldn’t it be great if
America’s tax dollars could go toward
domestic problems and we could live in
peace with the U.S.S.R.? Is it just
wishful thinking? It doesn’t have to be.
Today’s youth are tomorrow’s lead¬
ers. We can’t sit idly by. We have to
get involved and take that first step
towards world peace and brotherly love.
Take a stand on an issue, vote
accordingly in elections, write to your
senator, and become active in organiza¬
tions. I found the address to the
National Coalition to Ban Handguns. I
plan to write to them and find out what
I can do. Today’s generation can make
things happen.
As President Kennedy said: “In your
hands, my fellow citizens, more than
mine, will rest the final success or
failure of OUT course.”
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Student trustee job asset for life

BECKIE TAYLOR, STUDENT trustee, strives to surpass aims of average
student and places high value on her position’s responsibility.

By CRAIG RICE
“Holding the office of student trustee
is an exhilarating and learning
experience,’’ said Beckie Taylor enthus¬
iastically. “My tenure as student
trustee will be an asset to me for the
rest of my life.”
Taylor, 19, of Woodridge, was elected
by the students for the one-year term
last March when she trounced the
runners-up by a three-to-one margin.
“THE STUDENT TRUSTEE is the
student body’s representative to the
board of trustees,” said Taylor. “I have
a very strong sense of responsibility to
both the students and the board
members.
“I wanted to get involved at school,
to learn more about the school and how
it operates — I wanted to be more than
an average student,” said Taylor. “I
really enjoy being an influence in the
decisions that the board makes.”
Though her position is a non-voting
one, Taylor retains, by state law, all of
the privileges accorded the other board
members, including the right to make
motions, second motions and to attend
executive sessions.
“The single greatest attraction of the
job is getting to meet new and exciting
people,” she said. “I’ve met state
legislators and governors — including
‘Big Jim,’ but getting kissed by the

president of the United States was the
most exciting.”
Taylor was behind the push to get
President Reagan to visit CD last fall,
but politics is not all fun and games.
“YOU HAVE TO make sacrifices
and be willing to devote a lot of time,”
she said. “Negotiations for a new
teachers’ contract were rough — there
were meetings all of the time. Mostly
it’s the tedious little things that can get
to you.”
But the pleasures of being student
trustee definitely outshine any draw¬
backs to the job, according to Taylor,
and one of those pleasures is travel.
“I was fortunate to be able to attend
the Association of Community College
Trustees in San Antonio, where I
learned a tremendous amount about the
role of student trustee,” said Taylor. “I
also learned how to relate to the
students, faculty and the administra¬
tion in a professional manner.”
Taylor is a marketing and business
management major and feels that the
position has afforded her “fantastic”
insights into the rapport necessary for
those fields.
“I place a very high value on the
experiences that the position of student
trustee has given me,” said Taylor. “If
I were to stay around CD next year, I
would definitely run again.”
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Students help children 'develop'
By BETTY MONTIEL
The Child Development Center in
Building K will be moving to larger
quarters in the Open College Center
(Building J) this spring.
When the move is complete, the
facility will be equipped to double its
enrollment from 18 to 36.
The original purpose of the center
was to provide a training ground for
students and a well-equipped care unit
for the working staff’s children. CD
employees still have first consideration,
with the rest of the enrollment open to
the community.
CHILD CARE AND Development
220 and Child Care and Development
221 are taught by Alice Giordano, the
program coordinator, and Diane Smith,
its co-director. Both courses incorporate
the laboratory training ground for
students to learn more about young
children and their families.
Available are full-time and part-time
programs for children aged 3 to 5. The
full-time plan costs $70 a week.
Children may be dropped off as early as
7:30 a.m. and picked up as late as 5:30
p.m. Monday through Friday. They are
provided a light breakfast and a
morning and afternoon snack, along
with a hot lunch each day.
The center offers hikes, indoor and
outdoor play, puppet shows, field trips
and time for parents who wish to share
their knowledge of a special hobby or
craft.
The center presently has two
full-time staff members and several
student aides for the 14 children enroll¬
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HAROLD CALIMLIM (Left) and ALEX BURETH hang
around during play-time in orange room at Child
ed in the morning program. The room is
equipped with a two-way mirror for
observation and 35-plus feet of indoor
play space for each child. The classroom
has a glassed-in section for children
who want to play “make-believe” or
“grown up.” A wedding gown, party
dresses, suits, shoes, wigs, gloves and a
mirror to view the finished product are
available for the children’s use.
THE MOST DOMINATING feature
of the center is the philosophy of caring
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Developement Center located in off campus center
(Building J).

for young children. The pre-schoolers
are encouraged to develop as individu¬
als, not as part of a group. Each child is
given freedom of choice, with several
activities from which to choose. The
youngsters are urged to problem solve
and work out personal disputes in rela¬
tionship with others, said Giordano.
“A lot of research was done before
starting the program and we found that
the freedom of choice atmosphere and
helping the child grow as an individual

was the most beneficial program
available,” said Smith. “By having the
freedom to make choices and being
encouraged to problem-solve, children
are helped to develop a high self-esteem
that continues to grow as they enter
adulthood.
“Freeing the children to think on
their own, be creative, make decisions
and develop a good sense of worth
keeps the door wide open to their
unlimited potential,” she suggested.

Truth seekers...
Continued from page 6
book-and-paper-cluttered desk, Schnei¬
der explained the society’s objectives.
“SEVEN MAJOR RELIGIONS are
in the world and they all have similar
characteristics. We try to combine
concepts into a working faith that
people can live by. The founders of
religions did not establish the structure
that we find today — their followers
did. Each society, country and time
period made its own rules, and that’s
what makes the religions seem so
different, but they’re really not.”
Schneider believes in the brotherhood
of all living things; a supreme power or
divine force; and continuance of life
after death — in essence, an ongoing
state of identity.

Schneider believes in the
brotherhood of all living things;
a supreme power or divine
force; and continuance of life
after death — in essence, an
ongoing state of identity.
She feels that if God were to give a
message to the world, it would be “to
know that there is more to life than
what appears on the surface. People
should look within themselves and be
more sensitive to others, thereby feeling
more unity and increasing the sense of
a shared consciousness.”
Schneider finds that the society has
been beneficial to her because its
principles can be applied in everyday
life. She can “hang on” to her own
ideas, and has “the freedom to explore
as opposed to religion, where you have
to tow the party line.”
SHE IS ALSO less afraid of death,
because to her it is only "a hidden part
of life — not the end.”
To imagine these ideas in easy terms,
she advises one to think of the movie
“Star Wars.” Schneider saw the film
and thoroughly enjoyed it because for
her it represented many beliefs that she
shares.

"Ignorance is what prevents us from
channelling ‘the force’ found in ‘Star
Wars,’ ” she explains. “The Darth
Vadar side, however, probably could
not happen because this energy comes
from expanding your mind and
becoming less selfish.”
She does believe, though, that many
positive “Star Wars’’-type occurrences
are possible in real life, for example, the
“therapeutic touch” healing which Dora
Kunz, the president of the Theosophical
Society, administers.
KUNZ PLACES HER hands on the
patient, and supposedly can cure
ailments by harnessing metaphysical
energy. This process has been tested
medically, and for an unknown reason,
the patient's hemoglobin levels change
in the area she touches. Kunz also
teaches classes in therapeutic touch; j
her students consist primarily of
doctors and nurses.
Those who decide to visit Schneider
and the Theosophical Society need not
let the surroundings scare them. The
dark-panelled wood entry with its
metaphysical paintings of people sweep¬
ing through the skies is only art. The
long hallway with its plush red
carpeting, quaint red velvet benches
and old-fashioned portraits will lead
them to a small library filled with many
books unique to this area.
The library is open from 9 a.m. to
noon and from 1:15 to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and from 1 to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, and is located at
306 W. Geneva.
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light environment helps students 'let go'

COURIER photo by John Green

BILL BELL, INSTRUCTOR of English, keeps in touch with humanity

amid montage of photos in his office. He encourages students to learn
by creating "sense of family
By JOHN HOFFMAN
The walls in Bill Bell’s CD office are covered completely by thousands of black
and white photographs — pictures of people — babies crying, lovers hugging,
presidents laughing.
“The human comedy,” the English teacher calls it. “It helps me keep in touch.”
Amidst the montage — mostly pictures of ordinary people taken from magazines
— is a quote from psychologist Erich Fromm that Bell pointed out.
“THOSE WHOSE HOPE is strong seek and cherish all signs of life and are
ready every moment to help that which is ready to be born.”
“I am a midwife,” Bell said of being an English teacher, “I try to provide the
right kind of environment to help my students let go,” he said.
Bell’s teaching formula is simple: “write, read, share.”
“We’re taught to compete, not to share,” Bell said while rubbing his shaggy
hair. “School, we learn, is not supposed to be ‘show and tell.’”
SHARING IS AN integral part of Bell’s English Composition 101 to 103
classes, he said. Writing about what matters is equally important.
“Students are encouraged,” Bell said, “not to write something unless they give a
damn about it.”
Stressing introspection in writing and interaction in class creates a “sense of
family,” he claimed.
Said student Greg Hedrick about Bell’s approach to teaching, “It sometimes
seems more like group therapy and less like English class.”
Students try to write clearly when the exercise is personal and not just
academic, Bell said. If they care about what they are writing, they will be more
concerned about expressing themselves well.
TOO OFTEN, HE said, students are told what they are not supposed to do, or
they are taught to be more concerned with the method of writing than the content.
As a result, students “feel like second-class citizens,” although English is their

Typical questions he invites students to ask themselves are: How do I make a
difference? What am I doing here? What do I accept? What don’t I accept?
“Confront yourself,” he tells his students. “If you’re sad, express'it; if you’re
happy, celebrate it- Anyone who says you can’t use ‘I’ in writing is violating a
basic civil right.”
One student, Bell recalled, commented to him about his class, “We have a
problem, and we concert it into a poem.”
Student Syd Serio said, “You learn just as much about how to live as how to
write.”
Sharing is a useful tool for improving writing skills, Bell said, because it allows
students to hear other styles.
“WRITING CAN BE a lonely business,” he noted. “It’s important to make
contact so people can say, ‘Yeah, I know what he is talking about.’ You can’t write
in a vacuum.”
Some students have difficulty reading aloud. Bell said. If the writing is very
personal, he encourages the person to read — “you’re a person, aren’t you” — but
reading is strictly optional.
“Some people cry themselves through their readings,” he said.
Bell, who has been teaching at CD for 17 years, said his role as teacher is to
build trust. He sits in the circle and discusses his own feelings.
His classes are popular. They are overloaded quickly, and he turns down many
requests for special permission to enter them.
ONE REASON FOR their popularity may be Bell’s reputation as an easy grader,
he suggested. However, the instructor insisted that the courses are not easy. Writ¬
ing and sharing is sometimes painful, Bell maintains, and he considers himself a
good judge of writing.
“I wouldn’t want to go through all of that just for a grade,” he said, with a
punctuated laugh as an after-thought.
Not everyone likes being in his class, Bell admitted. Some people drop it because
they are uncomfortable expressing their feelings before a class.
Other students feel frustrated by not being told what to write about.
Bell’s teaching philosophy was influenced by the freshman English course he
took at Mt. Union College in Ohio, he said. Not that the classes inspired him.
Rather, they convinced him what English courses should be like: they were used to
flunk people out of the class.
IN COLLEGE, BELL was unsure about what career he would enter. After he was
graduted from Mt. Union, he realized that he “wouldn’t be in school forever.”
Despite a stuttering problem he had at the time, Bell became interested in teaching
while at Northeastern University in Boston, where he received his master’s degree.
He taught three years of high school English in Pennsylvannia before coming to
CD.
Bell writes poems and essays that he occasionally shares with his classes. Some
of them have been published in, among others. Nit & Wit magazine and Midway
Review.
From his reading and living, Bell said he has learned not to expect too much. He
quotes a writer, as he is prone to doing: “Hugh Prather said, ‘When I get to where
I can enjoy just lying on the rug picking up lint balls I will no longer be too
ambitious.’
“I just want to feel,” Bell said, "an inner sureness that what we are doing has
value.”
Nestled in the pictures of leaders and lovers, a triumph and tears, of young and
old, are a few photos of Bill Bell. Part of the “human comedy.”

principal language.
Bell does not assign topics in class.
“I don’t tell the class, ‘Okay, we’ll now write about ‘A,’ apples; next week, B
bears; the third week will be ‘C,’ cigars; then ducks,” he said.
From a photo across the office, Groucho Marx smiles at the teacher whose worn
face attests to his 46 years. Bell wears a rumpled suit with patches on the elbows.
HIS CLASSES ARE conducted in a circle. Students must write one essay or
poem every week. He assigns poems and short stories to be read and engages
students in discussion about themselves.

Jan. 31
In lot #8, Vishuajeet Zala, discovered
the wheels of his parked car had been
punctured. Public safety officers did
not witness the damage to Zala's car
since it was being repaired at the time
he reported the damage.

Jan. 26
A public notice was discovered
stapled to the bulletin board outside of
the LRC. It read: “Flesh for Fantasy,
Johnnie’s Gigolo Service — Contact
Johnnie, Mon., Wed., 8 to 11 a.m.,
room 1023.” No one knows who placed
the message but public safety plans to
investigate the case "diligently.”

A leak was reported in Building J by
Rita Schmidt, west campus operationssupervisor. The flowing water was
timed at two gallons per three minutes
by people on the scene. The leak,
originating from a broken ceiling tile,
splashed onto newly painted walls and
seeped into adjoining rooms.
A public safety officer found the wall
: the N-5 building “bashed in.” The
jle was about eye level, 8 to 9 inches
i diameter and on the building’s south
cterior wall.
Jan. 30

Rita Schmidt, west campus opera¬
tions supervisor, found building N-5’s
south door propped open with a folding
chair. Public safety officers searched
the premises thoroughly, but no

Police beat

Jan. 22
A parked car owned by Jose
Hernandez, vice president of student
government, was allegedly hit by
another unknown vehicle. The estimat¬
ed damage to Hernandez’s car was
$200.
Jan. 17

confrontation was reported.
Later, Ted Olson of operations told
the officers he had seen a young woman
firing a music stand out of N-5 and
hiding for building M where several

people were rehearsing a play.
The officers then advised Schmidt to
call public safety first before she
entered a building that had been
“mysteriously” opened.

The front spoiler was reported
removed from a parked car owned by
Daniel Barbosa. The value was
estimated at $130.
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Trackers set the pace
8.

The Chaps came in second place at the Chicagoland Invitational held at CD Feb.

Competition included Northwestern, Loyola, North Central, I.B.C., Chicago.
State, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Wheaton, Oakton and Concordia.
TRACK TEAM CAPTAIN Tony Wilson won first place in the 55-meter hurdles
with a time of 7:46, a time which also qualified him for nationals. Mark Willman
place fifth in the event with 8:15.
Tracy Robinson took first place honors in the long jump with a 23 foot 11 inrh
leap. Bryant Noel came in third at 23 feet 2 inches, and Walter Mims came in
seventh with 21 feet 10Vi inches.
Triple jump action was dominated by Mims as he took first with 48 feet,
followed by Marlin Banks in third with 45 feet 2 inches, and Zon Thompson, fifth
with a 42 foot 7 inch attempt.
IN HIGH JUMP action, Tom Stitt took the honors with a 6 foot 10 inch leap,
followed by Thompson in second place with a jump of 6 feet 8 inches.
In the shot put event, Scott Scakowski placed third with a 43 foot 7‘/a inch toss
and the men snatched second in the distance medley with a time of 10:35.
THE WOMEN ENGAGED in their first meet on the 8th, and didn’t fare quite as
well as the men in the teams first outing.
While not achieving any firsts for the team, Lisa Simmons finished fifth in the
400-meter-race, placed in both the 55-meter dash and the 55-meter hurdles.
COURIER photo by Pat Timmers

High points of the meet included the 6 foot 10 inch leap by Stitts and the 48
foot triple jump by Mims, both of which broke state records.
Two school records also broken by Wilson in the high hurdles with 7.46 time,
and Tracy Robinson in the long jump with 23 foot 10 inches.

TOM STITT, WHO won first in the high jump with a 6 foot 10 inch leap at
the Feb. 8 Invitational at CD.
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JIM DONOVAN at 118 lbs, grappling during Feb. 2 meet at CD.

Wrestlers to state tourney
The wrestlers travel to Waubonsee Feb. 16 for the Region IV State
Championship.
In action
at CD Feb. 2, DuPage lost three matches and won one in the team
invitational.
The first match against Ellsworth, Iowa, resulted in a 34-22 Chap loss.
Second-round action saw the grapplers downed by Lincoln 42-11, and in the third
match, the Chaps lost to the Illinois State JV 34-18.
The bright spot of the meet came as the Chaps defeated Grand Rapids, Mich.,
24-16.
Dual meets so far this year show a record of 12 wins, 14 losses.
According to Coach A1 Kaltofen, "The small number of CD players this season,
coupled with injuries, have severly hampered the team’s playing ability because
schools with higher numbers of players are able to rack up more points.”
Although scores are not as high as the team would like, the grapplers are still in
the fight and looking forward to the March Nationals, which the team will host.

Quality Legal Representation
for Twenty-five Years
Howard Pomper & Associates
Affordable Legal Services are
just a phone call away.
!

• Personal Injury
• Worker's Compensation
• Free Consultation
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Call Howard Pomper
22 West Monroe St., Suite 1800
Chicago, Illinois 60603
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Lady Chaps drop a notch

Barn burners. . .

By R. KELLEY LAUGHLIN JR.
The women’s basketball team will
play the undefeated N4C leaders,
Moraine Valley, Saturday, Feb. 16 at 5
p.m. in the main arena of the PE-CRC.
With one of their star players, Nikki
Dallas, limping from a sprained ankle
and unable to play for the majority of
the game, the lady Chaps suffered a
crushing defeat at the hands of the
Joliet Wolves Feb. 9y 49-46, ending
their six game winning streak dropping
them to third place in the N4C stand¬
ings.
THE GIRLS SEEMED somber as
they walked onto the court and during
the first 10 minutes of the game they
couldn’t seem to pull things together as
they fell 12 points behind.
“We’re weak in a few places,” said
Julie Brown, team co-captain and high
scorer of the game with 12 points. “One
thing that we need to improve on is our
teamwork, and too, it hurt us because
Dallas wasn’t playing. She’s sort of the
spark of our team.”
But, Dallas’ absence wasn’t the only
thing the girls had to worry about as

Continued from page 16

Penny Costenero of Joliet controlled the
court, scoring a total of 18 points.
WITH FOUR MINUTES left in the
first half, Kathy Haurt of Joliet was hit
in the back of the head by a wild pass
thrown by one of her teammates. That
seemed to be a turning point for the
Chaps. The last basket of the half was
scored by Tami Stein at the buzzer.
The girls came back onto the court
for the second half of play trailing the
Wolves by only two points. But that
was the closest the women came during
the remainder of the hard-fought con¬
test.
The highlight of the second half came
when Anita Terlecky stole the ball and
came bounding down the court for a
layup, but the officials called a
traveling penalty and the basket was no
good.
“I’m disappointed about losing,”
said Stein, “and we’re playing the
number one team next Saturday. I only
hope we can get more people here.
We’re going to need a lot of support."

West Chicago graduate into the game.
Martin responded by hustling up and
down the court and playing tough
defense. He forced a turnover and
pulled down a few rebounds before his
moment of glory arrived.
With the score knotted at 59,
Thomas Melvin was at the charity
stripe. Melvin missed the shot but
Martin hauled down the rebound and
made the bucket to give CD the lead.
The next time down the floor, Martin
had the ball on the baseline and made
his second straight field goal to put
CD in command
Unfortunately, Rock Valley clawed
back to tie the score at 69 with under
aminute remaining
Carter took the ball down the right
side, drove the baseline, and laid the
ball up with his left hand off the glass
to score the winning basket.
CARTER WAS SECOND on the
team with 14 points. Will Roundtree led
the winners with 16.
Carter also netted a free throw with
eight seconds left to put the game out
of reach.
Marty Voiles drove the length of the
court uncontested for the last shot at
the buzzer to make it a one-point
victory for DuPage.
Less than six minutes into the
contest, CD fell behind by 11 and had
to play catchup the entire game. The
Chaps fought back to narrow the gap to
29-26 but the Trojans rattled 10

straight points and led at halftime
45-35.
In the last meeting between these
two clubs, Rock Valley had a 39-33 edge
at the intermission, but CD went on to
win that battle 79-68.
JIM FRANCIS WAS a menace to
the Chaps in the first half, scoring 12
points, most of them coming in the
paint.
Francis also found himself in foul
trouble in the second 20 minutes and
had to sit down, enabling DuPage to
control the boards and get back into the
game.
Rock Valley was led by Randy
Henning, who tallied 18 points.
Last Saturday, CD hosted Joliet and
had little trouble disposing of the
Wolves 97-59.
Carter was the big man for DuPage,
racking up 22 points, 14 of which were
in the first half, including a shot at the
gun.
The Chaparrals host Moraine Valley
Saturday night at 7:30. The last time
these combatants met, the contest was
nothing short of a slugfest.
In the game to determine the
conference champions, DuPage will
take on Harper next Tuesday evening
in the PE building. That matchup will
also start at 7:30.
Harper has been the only N4C foe to
beat the Chaps. CD is looking to
avenge that earlier loss and claim its
third consecutive N4C title.

Swimmers move to nationals;
diving unit looks strongest
CD swimmers are getting ready for the Region IV state nationals at Lincoln
Feb. 22 and 23. All junior colleges in the state will be represented as they attempt
to take the honors this year.
The women are planning to win the competition for the second year in a row; the
men, meanwhile, face stiff competition from Harper and Lincoln although the
team’s balance and depth may give them an edge.
The diving team is looking exceptionally strong with four divers qualifying for
the one-and three-meter diving events.

Photo by Kelley Laughlin, Jr.
JULIE BROWN (13) is about to connect on two-pointer in Feb. 2 loss to
Triton. Brown was high scorer in contest against Joliet Wolves week later,
pumping in 12 points.

Paul Stabrowski is the one to watch; his talent on the boards seems likely to win
him a top spot as one of the nation's best divers.
On the women s side, Kathy Faivre, Marie Bungie and Lisa Green are qualified
for the one-and three-meter dives, perhaps the first time CD has this many
qualified divers in either the men’s or women’s team at one time.
The meet in Lincoln is the last before the Miami nationals in March.

Toe-tapping fitness plan
By LOIS MICHEL
It could be an amateur dance contest. As the music blares, “I’ve got to keep on
moving, figures in a hodge-podge of colors, stripes, and shorts jump, hop, skip and
run in time to a voice commanding “hop-scotch, clap, skip, strut-kick, rock.”
Some students at CD have discovered that mixing aerobic exercise with
toe-tapping music and dance patterns give them a pleasurable way to get in
shape, called aerobic dance.
The one-hour credit class is frequented mostly by women who want fitter forms,
but recently in the course’s five-year history, more men have been enrolling,
according to June Grahn, developer of CD’s aerobic dance program.
The goal of aerobic dance or any type of aerobics — “a vigorous activity which
causes the heart to increase its rate and the body’s demand for oxygen — is
strengthening the heart and lungs so oxygen can be delivered more efficiently on
demand to the body,” Grahn said. The outcome is that “you’re saving your heart a
little bit.” Muscle toning is a secondary effect, she stated.
The beginning workout, which uses Jackie Sorensen tapes, interspersed with
instructor-made routines, is designed to raise the pulse rate for an increasingly
longer time period, according to the program's developer. The “dancers” aim to
increase their pulse rate to its “target zone,” a rate which will cause maximum
increase in cardio-vascular fitness. The target zone is determined by the formula,
220 minus a person’s age equals a number. 80 percent and 60 percent of the
number equal the maximum and minimum ranges of the zone.
An ordinary class at CD begins with a five-minute stretching warm-up. Next
follows the aerobic period, ranging from 15 to 40 minutes of increasingly strenuous
“dancing,” during which participants periodically check their pulse to see if they
have reached their target zone. Grahn stresses, in the beginning to increase the
rate just 10 beats over the minimum end of the zone, or “it could be hazardous.”
Following is cool-down period, consisting of walking. This continues until the pulse
rate has dropped below 100 beats-per-second. Finally, the class ends with
stretching.
Though Grahn emphasizes that two sessions a week aren’t enough and urges
classes to do “something” over the weekend, by the end of 11 weeks, she says,most
people have noticed the pulse rate taken when they are at rest or “resting pulse
rate” is decreased by about five beats.
“That doesn’t sound like a lot, but if you multiply five beats-per-minute times all

the minutes in the day, you’ll see that your heart is working more efficiently,” the
aerobics instructor said.
Does an interested person need a dance background to comfortably participate?
“Not at all,” Grahn said. Sometimes the women get all frustrated, upset and
caught up in which foot goes out and when to clap and hop, but she tells them, “if
you’re really having problems; forget it. What we want you to do is get your pulse
rate into your target zone.”
Both Mrs. Grahn and Donna Oleson, who also teaches the classes, have a
background in exercise physiology, kinesiology — muscle action, CPR and first
aid, which the program’s originator feels is extremely important. Many aerobic
instructors don’t have this scientific background, she believes.
Also essential are sturdy rubber-soled shoes, not including traditional canvas
ones, the instructor said, comfortably-cool clothes and the knowledge of how to
dance “lightly and not on the balls of the feet. She follows precautionary guidelines
from Dr. Kenneth Cooper, an aerobic exercise authority, and screens classes for
heart and lung problems. She recommends a .physical exam for anyone involved,
who is over 30. The only risk is a sprained ankle, Grahn added.
How does a student know how to register when she sees aerobic dance,
dancercize and slimnastics listed in the “Quarterly?”
The women’s athletic director says all three are done to music. Dancercize and
aerobic dance are similar in emphasizing an increase in pulse rate, but dancercize
has milder dance steps and less skipping and hopping than aerobic dance. Aerobics
II begins with 30 minutes in the target zone. Dances are more varied and students
create their own dances which are used in Aerobics I. Slimnastics, which Mrs.
Grahn has taught for the 17 years she’s been at CD, is a calisthenics class, not
stressing aerobics. The program, which uses the “Jane Fonda Workout,” is
designed to expose participants to different types of and benefits of exercise so
they can make up an individually-tailored exercise program.
The aerobic program recently expanded to include water slimnastics, which is
also done to music, in the pool. The class’ accent is on exercises for different parts
of the body, as well as aerobic activity.
“Water slimnastics is excellent,” Grahn said.
She is also thinking of developing a challenging one-hour aerobic class, followed
by a one-hour water slimnastics class, meeting bi-weekly.
Why does she choose to teach aerobic dance? Said Grahn, she originated the
class and, “It’s fun.”
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Rugged icemen blast Rangers
By GREG HUBER
CD’s hockey team will play two
games against the Lake Forest JV
squad today and Saturday at Lake
Forest in the regular season’s last home
game before they go on the road to
finish up the year.
In action Feb. 10, CD blasted the
Niles Rangers 12-3, boosting its record
to 14-3.
THE CHAPS DOMINATED first
period action with four goals, three of
which occurred in the span of a minute
and a half.
Scott LePenske put in the first goal,
followed by Harry Kohl, Jeff Schettek
and Marty Miller.
Second period action showed the
Chaps still going strong at the start
with Mike Waldron leading off the
scoring after only eight seconds into the
period. LePenske put the next goal in,
followed by Waldrom and then Kris
Krtznjek.
FINALLY THE TIME came when
the Rangers were able to score, with
less than seven minutes remaining in
period. Miller came back to score one
more for the Chaps, before the Rangers
managed to put in one more goal, their
last of the evening, with just 29 seconds
remaining.
In third-period action, Miller, Kohl
and LePenske scored for the Chaps as
the Rangers ran out of steam.
Kohl raised his total point score to
54, with two goals and four assists in
Sunday’s game. Miller had three goals
and three assists for the contest, giving
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JIM ALLEN KEEPS pressure on goalie during Feb. 6
Chaps’ 12-3 victory over Niles Rangers Feb. 9. CD has
him a total of 50 points for the season.
LEPENSKE DID WELL with three
goals and one assist, considering the
fact that he is playing defense.
Watching the game was Jeff Peni,
who suffered a cut in practice that
required 33 stitches.
Perri said he’s ready for action and
will be able to play in this weekend’s
game against Lake Forest.
THE GAME SCHEDULED for Feb.

14-3 mark for current campaign.

9 with University of Chicago at Circle
Campus was cancelled at the last
minute by the oppositions coach.
The change must have been on short
notice because three Circle Campus
players showed up about 10 minutes
before the game, asking where the
locker room was. Nice forfeit, U of I.
Friday’s game was a different story
as the Chaps’ winning streak was
temporarily disrupted by a tie-breaking

goal that went astray, and a last-second
Lake Forest goal. The Chaps lost the
game 7-5.
Feb. 7 marked another Chap victory
as CD downed the Chicago Cougars
10-7. Miller was the lead scorer with
four goals, Schettek had two goals and
two assists. Kohl had one goal, four
assists, and John Niestrom was
credited with four assists.

It’s February, and although winter is supposedly drawing to a close, this is the
time when cabin fever seems to hit the hardest.
With below-zero weekends and short days, one sometimes finds it difficult to
merely keep going.
Then along comes one of those rare, beautiful, brisk winter days like last
Sunday.
After the fresh snow on Saturday night, and the balmy, almost 30-degree
temperatures, it was time to go out for a little cross-country skiing.
The sun hidden behind clouds and the snow fresh and pure made it the perfect
day to explore the countryside.
A great remedy for cabin fever, this type of skiing has been around since
prehistoric times, with primitive skiis found in drawings in the arctic circle dating
back to about 2,000 B.C.
For warriors who used skiis in winter fighting, or townsfolk just trying to get
around in the winter, cross-country skiing was perhaps man’s first transportation,
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ZEKE SLEDD (14) connects on jump shot in CD’s 97-59 victory over
Joliet Feb. 9.

Chaps win bam burner 72-71
By DAVE TULEY
Ed Martin was the last player to get
his post-game meal at Bonanza, but he
was foremost in the minds of his
teammates after the Chaps’ thrilling
72-71 win over Rock Valley Tuesday
night.
Does Martin think he’s a hero?
"No way,” he said. “Get out of
here.”

Nevertheless, Martin ignited the
spark DuPage needed to come from
behind to defeat the Trojans.
MARTIN CAME INTO the contest
midway through the second half
because three starters were in foul
trouble. Jeff Carter, Woodrow Eiland
and Walter Glass all had four fouls
when Coach Don Klaas summoned the

Please turn to page 15

and is stall quite popular today.
One is able to cover large expanses of ground quickly, without the dubious
benefits of a motor, noise, polution and traffic signs.
While the faster-paced downhill skiing allows little time for peaceful
contemplation, cross country lets a person travel as fast or as slow as one wishes,
with an unknown amount of new terrain to cover.
In fact, one of the worst problems associated with this sport is having one’s
thought train broken up by some maniac blasting by on a snowmobile.
Not an expensive sport, with basic costs for equipment running anywhere from
$80 to $250, and clothing and accessories costing extra, by purchasing good
equipment, one can enjoy many seasons of fun at little cost. Furthermore, storage
of these items is a minimal problem.
Cross-country is not complicated, either, requiring only skiis, boots and poles,
plus a couple of layers of lightweight, windproof clothing.
Bearing in mind the exertion required, as well as the temperature, one can dress
relatively light for this sport.
Depending on the length of the trek, a backpack with some munchies, a couple ot
bottles of wine, some matches and other goodies may be brought along for the
enthusiast’s enjoyment.
For those wishing to give the sport a try without making a major investment,
student activities at CD rents equipment at a reasonable rate.
* * *

Hockey noted: Pat Fails seems to be taking a lot more flack on the ice than he
needs. The opposing teams had better remember that he’s one scappy dude.
To Curtis Fritz, who cracked his hand in the Mesabi contest — Are you going to
get a good hard cast for the national tournament?

